Table 2 Management of patients with functional neurological symptoms
Management stage

Initial assessment

Suggested approach

References and further
reading

Demonstrate that you believe and are interested in
symptom and severity

Craig,40 Williams and
House,47

Elicit history of other symptoms, previous contacts
with health service

Page and Wessely,67

Find out what patient has been told about his
symptom by other doctors

Creed and Guthrie,71

Elicit patient’s own beliefs about the symptom

Fink et al,106

Screen for significant psychiatric disorder (especially
depression and anxiety)

Morriss et al108

Show interest in impact of symptoms on patients’ life
Ask about life events
Obtain history from partner/relative/friend if possible
Review previous clinical records if possible
Arrange appropriate tests (if necessary)
Communication of
diagnosis

Admit uncertainty if investigations
incomplete/inconclusive

Page and Wessely,67

Clarify with the patient how structural disease has
been excluded

Jackson and Kroenke,72

(taking account of patient’s specific health concerns)

Morriss et al,108

Reframe symptoms ("I can see that since you lost
your wife....")

Coia and Morley113

Give a positive explanation of the symptom
Convey the potential for substantial recovery
Be honest and direct with patents (copying clinic
letters is a good
way of reiterating important issues)
Acute symptomatic
therapy

Discuss potential acute/remote stressors

Richardson and Engel114

Suggest that symptoms are likely to improve
Encourage activity rather than rest/consider
physiotherapy
Psychiatric
medication

Ask the patient’s view (will they take the tablets?)

O’Malley et al,98 Soloff,99

Consider antidepressants even in the absence of overt

Stone et al102

depressive/anxiety symptoms

Explain length of treatment, possibly delayed
effectiveness,
lack of addictive potential
Referral for
psychological/

Point out that reducing stress and learning ways of
coping with symptoms

psychiatric
assessment

are useful to all patients regardless of the nature of
their symptoms

House115

Consider joint appointment
Be optimistic but avoid raising expectations to levels
which are likely to disappoint
Psychological
management

Consider patient held treatment plan, or patient held
records

Goldberg et al,73 Guthrie,85

options

Identify goals for treatment

Bleichhardt et al,87

Work on identifying predisposing, precipitating, and
perpetuating factors

Sharpe et al,96

Look at potentially problematic patterns in
interpersonal relationships

Roth and Fonagy,97

Identify ongoing life stressors

Fink et al,106

Identify and address patterns reinforcing abnormal
behaviour

Morriss et al108

Reframe and reattribute the links between
psychological factors and symptoms
Consider the use of specific psychotherapeutic
techniques by those
with appropriate training (for example, cognitive
behavioural and
analytical, interpersonal, behavioural psychotherapy)
Use appropriate evidence based psychological
interventions
to treat anxiety and depression if present
Discuss relapse prevention
Consider goodbye letter to patients on completion of
work
reinforcing issues discussed and recording progress
made.
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Behavioural interventions in the rehabilitation
of acute v. chronic non-organic
(conversion/factitious) motor disorders
ALLAN P. SHAPIRO and ROBERT W. TEASELL

Background Repeated case series
have documented the effectiveness of
multidisciplinary in-patient behavioural
treatment for conversion disorders.
However, in the absence of controlled
research, treatment success could be
attributed to providing patients with a
face-saving opportunity to get better.
Aims The present study contrasts two
behavioural treatments to elucidate the
factors underlying successful in-patient
rehabilitation of this population.
Method Thirty-nine patients underwent a standard behavioural programme.
Using a crossover design, patients who did
not improve underwent a strategicbehavioural treatment in which they and
their families were told that full recovery
constituted proof of an organic aetiology
whereas failure to recover was definitive
proof of a psychiatric aetiology.
Results Chartreviewindicatedthatthe
Chartreviewindicated thatthe
standard behavioural treatment was
effective for 8/9 ‘acute’patients but only
for1/28 ‘chronic’patients.Of the 21
patients with chronic motor disorder who
then underwentthe strategic-behavioural
intervention,13 were symptom-free at
discharge.
Conclusions The strategic intervention
was superior to standard behavioural
treatment for patients with chronic motor
disorder.Treatment
disorder.Treatment components
previously deemed critical for the
effectiveness of behavioural treatment
may be unnecessary.
Declaration of interest
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Although two case series have documented
the effectiveness of in-patient behavioural
treatment for non-organic motor disorders
(Trieschmann et al,
al, 1970; Speed & Mooney, 1996) we (Shapiro & Teasell, 1997a
1997a)
reported that this treatment was ineffective
with patients with chronic motor disorders.
However, the majority of these patients
who had not progressed were discharged
symptom-free after undergoing a strategicbehavioural intervention in which they
and their families were told that although
full recovery would constitute proof of a
physical aetiology, failure to recover
completely would constitute conclusive evidence of a psychiatric aetiology. Our results
not only questioned the efficacy of behavioural treatment in patients with chronic
conversion disorder but also suggested that
the treatment components deemed critical
from a behavioural perspective may be
unnecessary. In the present study, the
patients presented in our previous series
(Shapiro & Teasell, 1997a
1997a) are combined
with 15 additional cases to examine more
closely the relative efficacy of standard
behavioural v. strategic-behavioural treatment with acute v. chronic motor disorders
and to elucidate further factors underlying
treatment success.

METHOD
Participants
The participants were 39 patients admitted
consecutively to the rehabilitation ward of
the London Health Sciences Centre, University Campus, between 1 September 1987
and 31 October 1998. These patients were
from an original sample of 130 patients
referred to the Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation Unit by tertiary care specialists (generally neurologists) and examined
by the second author (R.W.T.) as outpatients or during their in-patient
admission to the Neurology Unit of this
tertiary care facility. Although all 130

patients were referred with a (provisional)
diagnosis of conversion disorder, 75 patients
were subsequently diagnosed as having a
chronic pain disorder with secondary, unexplained motor symptoms and were not
deemed suitable for our programme
(Shapiro & Teasell, 1997b
1997b; Teasell &
Shapiro, 1997). Fifty-five patients were told
that in-patient admission to our rehabilitation unit could ‘get them functioning and
walking normally’. Fourteen patients
declined treatment.
Forty-one patients were admitted for an
initial week of evaluation to rule out an
organic basis for their symptoms. If not
already performed, this evaluation included
central nervous system imaging with magnetic resonance imaging and/or computed
tomography, extensive blood testing and,
in some cases, electromyography/visual
and somatosensory evoked potential testing. The vast majority of patients had been
assessed by more than one neurologist and
many had been evaluated by multiple specialists. Two patients were subsequently
diagnosed with organic disorders (transverse myelitis, renal phosphate-wasting
osteomalacia). The diagnosis of nonorganic motor disorder thus was based
upon the presence of paralysis or paresis,
astasia basia and/or ataxic-like symptoms
with no apparent neurological or other
organic disorder. Astasia basia is characterised by an unsteady gait (ataxia) with a
bizarre lack of coordination, even though
all leg movements can be performed
normally while sitting or lying down. To
confirm the diagnosis, during the evaluation period the remaining 39 patients were
closely monitored by rehabilitation staff
who observed and documented dramatic
inconsistencies in symptom presentation
between that demonstrated during formal
examination v. informal (unobtrusive)
observation when patients were engaged
in distracting activities. We avoid using
the diagnoses of conversion or factitious
disorder. The criterion for distinguishing
between them is whether patients are aware
of intentionally producing their symptoms
(i.e. whether symptoms are under conscious
control). An observer must infer that which
is conscious v. unconscious, an inference
that is impossible to make definitively. This
diagnostic issue is addressed more fully in
the discussion section below.
Patient demographics and presenting
symptoms are summarised in Table 1.
Two groups were readily discernible on
the basis of the length of time the symptoms
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Table 1 Patient characteristics

Acute motor disorder (n
(n¼9)
9) Chronic motor disorder (n
(n¼30)
30)
Median age of symptom onset (years)
Male
Paresis
Paralysis
Astasia basia
Pain

39

42

11% (1)

20% (6)

100% (9)

63% (19)

11% (1)

7% (2)

0% (0)

40% (12)

33% (3)

70% (21)

Bladder/bowel dysfunction

0% (0)

27% (8)

Other secondary symptoms

11% (1)

60% (18)

More than one non-organic symptom

11% (1)

77% (23)

were present. Nine patients had acute
motor disorder (onset within 2 months of
admission) and 30 patients had chronic
motor disorder (a symptom duration of
more than 6 months). The primary symptoms were paresis and/or paralysis of one
or more limbs and astasia basia. These
symptoms were considered ‘primary’ because they were readily apparent to an
observer and therefore critical for conferring the status of being disabled. The
elimination of these observable symptoms
was the focus of treatment. Patients frequently presented with secondary symptoms without a discernible organic basis.
These included leg shaking, tremors,
reports of pain, speech abnormalities and
difficulty with bladder or bowel function.
None of the patients reporting pain considered pain to be the primary reason for
their disability. Inspection of Table 1 reveals that patients with chronic motor disorder more often presented with multiple
symptoms.

Procedure
Prior to admission, patients were told that,
regardless of the origin of their disorder,
full recovery was possible with intensive
in-patient rehabilitation. Among the 39
consecutive patients who agreed to treatment, 37 underwent standard behavioural
treatment and two patients underwent the
strategic-behavioural programme from the
outset. If after 4 weeks of treatment there
was no progress, the strategic protocol
was implemented. Progress was defined as
clearly observable improvements in gait
and posture during physiotherapy. The first
20 patients were provided with individual
counselling to ‘help them through a difficult rehabilitation process’. As patients
began to improve, they were encouraged
to discuss concerns related to discharge.

The vast majority consistently maintained
that they did not have emotional concerns
(i.e. they failed to engage in a meaningful
therapeutic process). Accordingly, individual counselling was rarely provided for
subsequent patients. In anticipation of discharge, all patients were encouraged to
consider follow-up counselling to help them
adjust to the transition to a non-disabled
status. Almost all declined. The few
patients who initially agreed to follow-up
counselling never attended the scheduled
appointments.

Standard behavioural treatment
Patients were told that, regardless of the origin of their disorder, current symptoms were
maintained by abnormal muscle patterns that
had developed over time. They were told that
therapies were designed to help them re-learn
proper muscle functioning. Any reference to
psychiatric terminology was avoided. Daily
physiotherapy consisted of progressive gait
and posture re-training along with flexibility
and strength exercises. Therapies were structured in a manner similar to recovery from a
neurological disorder. Secondary symptoms
were interpreted as due to the same ‘general
muscle dysfunction’. Patients were assured
that as they began to use their muscles in a
more optimal fashion these related difficulties
would normalise. Staff were instructed to
praise successful performance and to encourage patients to try again if they failed
to achieve a desired goal in therapy. In
contrast to previously published case series
of behavioural treatment of non-organic
gait disorders (Trieschmann et al,
al, 1970;
Speed & Mooney, 1996), there was no
attempt to eliminate all opportunities for
symptoms to be reinforced by confining
patients to wheelchairs or immobilising
their affected limbs. Indeed, many patients were already wheelchair-dependent.

However, staff were instructed to respond
to symptomatic behaviour in a matter-offact manner.

Strategic-behavioural treatment
The core element of this intervention
involved telling patients that, although full
recovery constituted proof of a physical
aetiology, failure to recover constituted
conclusive evidence of a psychiatric
aetiology. This was communicated by the
attending physician (R.W.T.) based upon
a detailed script developed by the first
author (A.P.S.) that also included instructions for all team members on implementing their part of the programme. Patients
were told that although staff were pleased
with their progress (which was minimal)
they should be improving more quickly. It
was explained that slower than expected
progress could be due to only one of two
factors: their disorder was not physical
but a psychiatric problem called a conversion disorder; or there was an aspect of
their disorder that required a modification
in the treatment. It was explained that,
once this necessary modification was made,
progress would be rapid and recovery
complete. However, if it was a conversion
disorder they would not recover fully because of an ‘unconscious need to remain
disabled’. Hence they would: continue to
make improvements in some areas but still
experience significant problems and disability; improve in some or all areas but
develop new problems for which there
was no organic basis; fail to improve at
all; make a complete recovery in hospital,
only to develop the same or new problems
some time after discharge from hospital;
and/or request discharge before they recovered fully. It was explained that, if it turned
out to be a conversion disorder, full recovery was possible with long-term psychiatric
treatment.
The usual ‘medical’ explanation for
lack of progress was that the ‘muscle patterning’ problem was causing excessive fatigue. This allowed for the use of ‘deep rest’
when patients failed to meet daily therapy
goals. Deep rest involved immediately
returning patients to their room to lay on
their beds with their eyes closed and with
no stimulation of any kind (television, telephone, reading or visitors) until their next
scheduled therapy session (i.e. deep rest
constituted an operant intervention whereby we withdrew all reinforcement for failure to progress). Observation of the first
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three patients (Teasell & Shapiro, 1994)
indicated that deep rest was unnecessary
and therefore was removed from the
strategic-behavioural protocol for the
majority of patients. Instead a minor and
inconsequential change in physiotherapy
(e.g. changing the sequence of exercises)
was made to address the ‘muscle patterning’
difficulty.
In a subsequent family session with
the patient present, the exact same strategic
‘script’ was again presented. This family
conference was scheduled just prior to
discharge if symptoms resolved in response
to the strategic intervention, or earlier if
there was not sufficient improvement. In
the latter case it was intended to overcome
resistance. In both cases it was designed to
prevent relapse. Thus, during this family
conference the attending physician emphasised that even when patients recover fully
in hospital there remains a possibility, albeit small, that the problem was always a
conversion disorder. Accordingly, one only
knows for certain if, after discharge, patients remain symptom free and do not
develop new problems. If old symptoms
should reappear or new non-organic symptoms develop, patients and their families
are advised to seek psychiatric treatment.
When patient progress plateaued, the
treating physician (R.W.T.) communicated
his growing suspicion that the problem
was psychiatric. Although usually effective,
this intervention often needed to be repeated several times over the course of
treatment. When this was not effective, presentation of the strategic script in a family
conference often resulted in resumption of
progress. Deep rest was instituted with several patients who failed to respond to both
of these interventions and there was no
impact (i.e. patients who did not respond
to the strategic intervention ultimately
remained treatment failures, whether or
not this operant component was instituted).
Patients often maintained some minor
sign of residual difficulty upon discharge
in an apparent effort to communicate to
others that despite their dramatic improvement they had a legitimate physical problem. For instance, a patient admitted
who was wheelchair-dependent might be
discharged with normal gait but insist on
a one-point cane for walking distances.
These subtle symptoms were allowed on a
temporary basis. Thus, in the family
conference patients were told that if the
problem was physical, as their muscles
continued to normalise, these minor
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residual symptoms would completely disappear within 3 months. Failure to do so
would constitute proof of a psychiatric
aetiology.

Outcome measures
Outcomes were defined with respect to
outward signs of disability. The usual index
of improvement in rehabilitation – increasing functional independence – was not
considered an appropriate outcome because
patients readily improved in their ability to
perform tasks independently while still exhibiting little or no change in the abnormal
way they used their limbs. It was this apparent effort of patients to maintain control
over the nature and extent of their improvement that prompted the development of the
strategic protocol (Teasell & Shapiro,
1994). Outcomes were established from
chart review by both authors independently
and defined as follows.
(a) Complete/near complete improvement.
improvement.
Patients displayed no overt signs of
abnormal movement or posture suggestive of disability, nor did they complain
of any symptoms that would render
them disabled from the perspective of
an outside observer. This included
complete resolution of secondary symptoms. The only exceptions were very
subtle residual signs such as the use of
a one-point cane, but with normal
posture and gait.
(b) Significant improvement.
improvement. Overt symptoms of disability were significantly
reduced relative to admission status.
However, an outside observer would
still view the patient as disabled. Only
one patient met this criterion – the
first patient for whom we developed
the strategic-behavioural protocol. She
was admitted with quadriplegia and
requested discharge once she progressed
to fully independent paraplegia (Teasell
& Shapiro, 1994). The strategic
protocol was altered with subsequent
patients so that failure to achieve
complete resolution of symptoms was
deemed proof of a psychiatric aetiology.
(c) Minimal/no improvement.
improvement. Outward
signs of disability were not significantly
reduced relative to admission.

RESULTS
Inspection of Table 2 reveals that the effectiveness of the standard behavioural intervention was a function of symptom
duration. Eight out of nine patients with

acute motor disorder completely recovered.
In contrast, 27/28 patients with chronic
motor disorder were deemed treatment failures. The strategic protocol was then implemented for 22 (1 acute, 21 chronic) of these
treatment failures, with six patients with
chronic motor disorder discharged for the
following reasons: one was admitted before
the strategic approach had been developed;
two spoke no English, which would have
made the strategic protocol difficult to
implement; and three were not deemed
appropriate because we suspected a schizophrenic disorder in two patients and the
third expressed suicidal ideation. As indicated in Table 3, among the 21 patients
with chronic motor disorder who did not
improve with standard behavioural treatment and then underwent the strategic intervention, 13 were discharged completely
or almost completely symptom-free. Overall, the strategic-behavioural protocol was
effective in 17/24 (71%) patients and was
clearly superior to the standard behavioural
approach.

DISCUSSION
This paper documents, via repeated case
study, the potential utility of a strategicbehavioural approach in the rehabilitation
of chronic non-organic motor disorders. It
would be difficult to attribute the observed
improvement in patients with chronic
motor disorders to anything other than this
intervention. The majority of these patients
presented with symptoms of more than 2
years’ duration and had undergone other
interventions prior to admission without
benefit. Moreover, the use of a crossover
design in which 14 (13 chronic, 1 acute)
of 21 patients who first failed the standard
behavioural intervention were discharged
completely, or almost, symptom-free
following the strategic protocol lends
further credence to the impact of this intervention. Other than the presentation of the
strategic script, there was little difference
between the standard behavioural and
strategic protocols.
Behavioural treatment of conversion
disorder is based upon the premise that
these disorders represent maladaptive
responses to stress that are maintained by
positive support from others and successful
avoidance, via disability, of stressful life
situations. Although the standard behavioural programme was ineffective for patients with chronic motor disorder it was
successful for patients with acute motor
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Table
able 2

Standard behavioural treatment

greater than 2 years) of non-remitting
symptoms that, if anything, became progressively worse over time. Only one
patient reported a history of temporary
symptom remissions and this patient did
not improve following the strategic intervention. It is also possible that among
patients with chronic motor disorder the
differential effectiveness of the strategic
v. the behavioural intervention was a function of increased time in hospital. We
believe that this is unlikely. For virtually
every patient with chronic motor disorder
who was eventually discharged symptomfree, introduction of the strategic script
was immediately followed by improvements in physiotherapy that were qualitatively different from any improvements
observed previously. Thus, patients would
exhibit, for the first time, a more normal
gait and/or posture whereas previous
improvements were in the form of increased ability to accomplish daily tasks
without any concomitant observable decrease in the highly abnormal ways they
used their bodies.
Another potential methodological concern is that outcome was based upon retrospective chart review by the study authors.
However, to be categorised as a treatment
success the patients had to demonstrate virtually complete normalisation of what previously was a dramatically abnormal gait
and/or posture. They also had to report resolution of any (non-pain-related) pseudoneurological symptoms that were not
readily observable – this included normalisation of bowel and bladder function.
These outcomes were clearly documented
in patients’ charts, as was the referral to
psychiatry when patients continued to exhibit or report symptoms and were deemed
treatment failures. This ‘all-or-none’ outcome criterion (notwithstanding the very
subtle residual symptoms temporarily
allowed) thus left little room for observer
or investigator bias. Ultimately, definitive
conclusions would be possible only after

Complete/near-complete improvement Minimal/no improvement
Chronic motor disorder (n
(n¼28)
28)

1

27

Acute motor disorder (n
(n¼9)
9)

8

1

disorder. This is despite the fact that there
was no attempt to withdraw completely
the reinforcement for disabled behaviour
by confining patients to wheelchairs or
otherwise immobilising the affected extremity, as was done in previous successful
case series (Trieschmann et al,
al, 1970; Speed
& Mooney, 1996). The only attempt to
withdraw systematically all reinforcement
for failure to progress – deep rest – had
no impact. Both behavioural and strategicbehavioural treatments failed to address
systematically the hypothesised skill deficits
in response to stress. Five of the nine patients with acute motor disorder did not receive psychotherapy but still recovered with
the behavioural protocol. Among the
patients with chronic and acute motor disorder who received counselling, few were
observed to engage in the therapy process.
Thus, the costly treatment components
deemed critical for the success of behavioural interventions – complete control of
environmental contingencies (requiring
in-patient treatment) and individual psychotherapy – may be unnecessary. Thus,
for patients with non-chronic motor disorder the conclusion by Bird (1979), based
on a review of behavioural treatment of
conversion, that treatment success could be
due to having provided patients with ‘an
adequately impressive excuse to get better’
may be equally applicable today. A randomised controlled trial that systematically
varies the treatment components would be
required to confirm this.

associated methodological limitations.
Arguably, the most significant flaw is the
absence of systematic follow-up, thus precluding any conclusions about long-term
outcome. The majority of patients came
from a significant distance and were lost
to follow-up. Based on an initial attempt
to collect follow-up
follow-up data on the first 20
patients, a conservative estimate of relapse
among patients with chronic motor disorder would be 30–40%. The simulation
of disability represents an extreme solution
to life problems and most likely reflects
the existence of certain variables – whether
conceptualised as personality dimensions,
skill deficits, unconscious conflict or family
systems factors – that render patients at
risk for retreating back into the sick role.
In some patients, these predisposing variables are likely to exert relatively greater influence. Patients with the most severe form
of factitious disorder, Munchhausen’s syndrome, most likely fall into this category.
Elsewhere (Shapiro & Teasell, 1997a
1997a) we
suggest a more systematic and potentially
more effective strategic intervention to
require patients to continue to prove the
legitimacy of their original disorder by
remaining symptom-free post-discharge.
The absence of long-term follow-up is
particularly problematic because patients
diagnosed with conversion disorder may
demonstrate a fluctuating course and thus
it is conceivable that the observed improvement reflected this natural fluctuation. This
is especially true of the patients with acute
motor disorder, who might have remitted
without any intervention. However, among
our patients with chronic motor disorder
almost all reported a history (typically

Methodological limitations
This paper is best viewed as a series of
repeated case studies, with the many

T
Table
able 3

Strategic-behavioural treatment

Complete/near-complete

Significant

Minimal/no

improvement

improvement

improvement

Patients with chronic motor disorder who failed behavioural treatment (n
(n¼21)
21)

13

1

7

Patients with chronic motor disorder who only received strategic treatment (n
(n¼2)
2)

2

^

^

Patients with acute motor disorder who failed behavioural treatment (n
(n¼1)
1)

1

^

^
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replication of these findings using a randomised controlled design and incorporating rigorous outcome measures (v.
(v. chart
review) and systematic follow-up. Given
the inherent difficulties in identifying and
recruiting this patient population and the
deceptive aspect of the strategic protocol,
few clinical researchers are likely to
consider such an undertaking.

What factors maintain
conversion/factitious disorders?
The strategic protocol was developed and
refined based upon observations of the first
three patients (Teasell & Shapiro, 1994)
who appeared to try to control the nature
and extent of their disabled status by maintaining the abnormal way they used their
limbs. In designing this protocol, we were
guided by strategic therapy’s conceptualisations of behavioural disorders and its approach to patient resistance (Watzlawick
et al,
al, 1974; Fisch et al,
al, 1982). Strategic
therapy is, in turn, an outgrowth of the
1960s–70s family therapy movement and
the pioneering work of Milton Erikson,
Don Jackson and Jay Hayley (Hayley,
1973, 1976). For strategic therapists, life
problems become disorders when, as a problem is not resolved, more of the same ineffective solution is applied. A vicious circle
then ensues, with the problem escalating
in size and nature to a point where it may
have little apparent similarity to the original difficulty. We can speculate how this
process might unfold and account for the
differential impact of standard behavioural
and strategic treatments.
In the case of most acute ‘conversion’
disorders, one would expect symptoms to
resolve quickly as the precipitating stressor
is no longer a factor and if patients are told
that their symptoms will dissipate and do
not require further attention. However, if
symptoms persist the patients move into a
sub-acute stage where further medical
investigations rule out organic conditions
and the possibility of a psychiatric aetiology often is raised. Once the spectre of
the disorder being ‘feigned’ is raised, relinquishing the symptoms may be seen as confirming their non-organic nature. The more
resources that have been provided to the
patient in the form of time, finances and
emotional support, the more frightening
the anticipated reaction of family who have
made these significant sacrifices to accommodate the patient’s needs. Thus, although
the original stressor may have become
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inconsequential, a more immediate problem has emerged with potential for longterm, negative interpersonal consequences.
The availability of a face-saving medical
intervention at this sub-acute stage (e.g.
in-patient behavioural intervention) may
allow the patient to get better. However,
if no such intervention is offered, and/or
the precipitating stressor is still present, a
safer response would be to maintain the
symptoms. From the patient’s perspective,
lingering doubts about the veracity of
symptoms may be preferred to confirming
these suspicions by getting better. An even
more effective response may be to develop
more symptoms, which would be sure to
generate a new round of medical investigations. The more seriously the patient is
affected by these new symptoms, the more
difficult it would be for others to question
their veracity. The finding that patients
with acute motor disorders typically presented with only one symptom whereas
patients with chronic motor disorders evidenced multiple problems is consistent with
this conceptualisation.
As symptoms become more chronic,
simply providing ‘an excuse to get better’
may no longer suffice for the majority of
patients. The longer the problem has
continued and the more severely affected
the patient, the greater the familial resources that have been devoted to the
patient. The fear that symptom resolution
would cast doubt on the veracity of the
disorder would be even more pronounced
at this stage. With chronicity comes a history of increasingly sophisticated investigations and an impressive array of specialists,
thus requiring an even more impressive
rationale and intervention before a patient
can be confident that recovery would not
cast doubt upon the nature of the disorder.
The ‘muscle patterning’ explanation that
accompanied our behavioural intervention
likely was not sufficiently impressive for
most patients with chronic motor disorders.
The longer the symptoms persist, the greater the likelihood that additional issues
emerge, making it even harder for patients
to relinquish their symptoms. The longer
the sick role has enabled patients to bypass
many of life’s difficulties, the greater the
fear of being unable to function adequately
outside this sick role. Over time, many
relationships dissipate to give way to new
relationships formed on the basis of the
patients’ disability. Recovery carries with
it the possibility of significant isolation,
especially if it casts doubt on the legitimacy

of the disability. Another factor is the
admiration that most, if not all, of our
patients received for apparently coping so
well with their disability. Thus, patients
usually appeared happy and well adjusted
and were viewed as pillars of emotional
strength. Undoubtedly, this view would be
put to the test even if recovery did not cast
doubt on the legitimacy of the disorder.
With chronicity, most of our patients
received long-term disability benefits, the
potential loss of which may have been less
anxiety-provoking than the prospect of
having to function successfully in the workforce. Although the strategic intervention
did not eliminate these barriers, it left
patients with little choice but to accept
the face-saving option of relinquishing their
symptoms and confronting the feared
consequences of being well.
Symptom duration was the critical factor predicting the outcome of the standard
behavioural intervention. Patient characteristics associated with treatment failure in
the strategic programme were less clear.
However, clinical observation suggested
that failure to recover most often occurred
in patients whose families either would not
believe or were relatively unaffected by the
psychiatric diagnosis. For instance, one male
patient who appeared unconcerned about a
psychiatric diagnosis came from a strongly
patriarchal culture in which the entire family readily accepted their duty to care for
him. He likely also wielded sufficient influence over his family’s understanding of his
difficulties that he could successfully dismiss
the strategic script presented in the family
conference. In contrast, the strategic programme appeared to work especially
quickly when one or more family members
appeared both angry and sceptical about
the nature of the symptoms. Thus, the effectiveness of the strategic protocol appeared
to be a function of the degree to which a
psychiatric diagnosis carried with it the
potential for significant negative responses
from family. Although all our patients had
family with whom they were living, it may
well be the case that patients living alone
and without family support would not have
benefited from this treatment.
Notwithstanding its methodological
limitations, these results, along with the
discussion of possible factors maintaining
conversion/factitious disorders, suggest a
relatively cost-effective approach to early
intervention. Patients who do not initially
respond to reassurance and a relatively
simple medically oriented intervention
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(e.g. out-patient physiotherapy) could be
presented with an out-patient strategic protocol, thus increasing the likelihood that
they will avail themselves of an early,
face-saving opportunity to relinquish their
symptoms.

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

In-patient behavioural treatment is ineffective for chronic conversion/factitious
disorders.

&

&

Factors maintaining conversion/factitious disorders change over time.

Conversion v. factitious disorder
The foregoing discussion of the conditions
under which patients will ‘relinquish’ their
disability may leave the impression that
patients maintain conscious control over
their symptoms. Indeed, our original development of the strategic protocol (Teasell &
Shapiro, 1994) was in response to what we
viewed as patients’ attempts to actively
control the rehabilitation process by limiting the nature and extent of their improvement. The distinction between conversion
and factitious disorder is that the former
is not consciously produced whereas in
the latter the patients are intentionally
simulating their symptoms. Accordingly, it
could be argued that our patients are more
appropriately diagnosed as having a factitious disorder. The DSM–IV (American
Psychiatric Association, 1994) indicates
that the judgement that a symptom is intentionally produced should be based on direct
evidence, as happens when a patient with
haematuria is found to possess anticoagulants and blood studies are consistent with
anticoagulant ingestion. However, for
pseudoneurological symptoms such as paralysis or paresis, the DSM–IV provides
no criteria to distinguish conscious from
unconscious intent and thereby automatically relegates these patients to the conversion category. Accordingly, it was of no
surprise that all our patients previously
had been diagnosed as having conversion
disorders. Ultimately, the observer must
infer that which is conscious v. unconscious, an inference that is arguably impossible to make definitively, especially in the
case of pseudoneurological symptoms.
Miller (1988) argued that the criterion of
whether patients are consciously aware of
producing their symptoms should be
dropped from the diagnosis of conversion
disorder. This would eliminate the distinction between conversion and factitious disorders. Our experience with the in-patient
rehabilitation of non-organic motor disorders also leads us to question the usefulness
of this distinction.

Ethical considerations
The strategic protocol may be viewed as
deceptive and manipulative. Patients signed
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a standard consent form explaining that the
multidisciplinary approach necessitates that
patient information is shared both among
team members and with patients’ families.
However, patients could not be informed
about the exact nature of the programme.
This raises ethical concerns related to informed consent and patient autonomy on
the one hand, and undue medical influence
and control on the other. Similar concerns
were raised in the 1970s with the advent
of behaviour therapy, particularly the use
of contingency programmes, in institutional
settings. Wachtel (1977) considered many
of these same ethical issues in his classic
text on the integration of psychoanalysis
and behaviour therapy and his perspective
is equally applicable to strategic therapy
interventions. He started with the not uncommon view, at that time, that the use
of reinforcement was a form of manipulation and coercion and antithetical to the
psychotherapeutic process, which involved
self-transcendence, a process of choice that
originates within the person (Wheelis,
1973). Wachtel (1977) argued that the term
‘manipulation’ prejudges the issue and suggested that an alternative perspective is to

view ‘the therapist as obligated to make a
maximum effort to use his knowledge,
skills, and understanding to help the patient
free himself of a destructive cycle of
events . . .’ (p. 274).
Wachtel also argued that part of the
difficulty is that reinforcement is somehow
viewed as having an inexorable controlling
effect that renders the patient incapable of
choice. He points out that, even when being
reinforced, patients are always making
choices. The strategic protocol also provided patients with choice, the opportunity
to save face and confront the fear of getting
well or accept the psychiatric nature of the
disorder and seek another form of treatment. There may be a concern that by
pitting a medical diagnosis against a psychiatric diagnosis we accentuated the
stigma associated with the latter, thus making it more difficult for patients to choose
psychiatric treatment. However, when discussing the psychiatric diagnosis we were
careful to define it as simply another type
of illness, based on an ‘unconscious’ need
and requiring treatment that is ‘non-medical’. We emphasised that either diagnosis
allowed for recovery, given the appropriate
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treatment. Wachtel (1977) reminds us that
influence is inherent in all human relationships, including psychotherapy. Regardless
of orientation, therapists’ actions ultimately
are designed to enable the patient to act and
feel differently. He argues that the therapists’ aim ‘is not to enable a pristine separation of outer from inner influences, but,
rather, to enable the person to be more fully
alive to the possibilities life offers’ (p. 247).
In considering use of the strategic protocol, practitioners may be less concerned
about exerting influence and control but
uncomfortable with having to lie to patients and their families in order to do so.
In strategic therapy, the manner in which
the therapist ‘frames’ the problem is critical
and typically involves lying (Fisch et al,
al,
1982). This is particularly true of our intervention, which not only required the attending physician to lie but involved
varying levels of deception on the part of
the entire treatment team. Although some
discomfort may be inevitable when presenting the strategic script, it is necessary to lie
well (i.e. it is necessary to be unequivocal) – if a patient recovers completely and
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permanently, it is and always was a physical disorder. One must resist the urge not
to lie by leaving the question of causation
ambiguous. If patients believe that recovery
can still be interpreted as reflecting a psychological aetiology, they may view it as a
‘no-win’ situation and elect the safe alternative of remaining disabled and avoiding the
feared consequences of becoming well.
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Paradoxical Therapy in Conversion Reaction
Paradoxical therapy consists of suggesting that the patient intentionally engages
in the unwanted behaviour such as performing compulsive ritual or wanting a conversion attack. In this study, the subjects were selected by the emergency unit psychiatrist from patients who were admitted to the emergency unit with pseudoseizure.
The diagnoses was based on DSM-IV criteria. Paradoxical intention was applied
to half of the 30 patients with conversion disorders; the other half were treated with
diazepam in order to examine the efficiency of the paradoxical intention versus
diazepam. In both groups the differences of the anxiety scores at the beginning
of the study were found to be insignificant (z=1.08, p=0.28). Of the 15 patients who
completed paradoxical intention treatment, 14 (93.3%) responded favorably to paradoxical intention. On the other hand of 15 patients who completed diazepam therapy, 9 (60%) responded well to therapy and 6 patients carried on their conversion
symptoms at the end of 6 weeks. Paradoxical intention-treated patients appeared
to have greater improvements in anxiety scores (z=2.43, p<0.015) and conversion
symptoms (t=2.27, p=0.034) than the diazepam-treated patients. The results of the
present study are encouraging in that paradoxical intention can be effective in the
treatment of conversion disorder.
Key Words : Psychotherapy; Intention; Conversion Disorder; Diazepam
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There are a variety of paradoxical techniques employed in
therapy. Perhaps the most common and best known paradoxical technique is symptom prescription (9). It is applied as a
positive or negative intention. In positive intention, the patient
is advised or instructed to continue or exaggerate the symptoms and associated behaviors. For an anxious patient, this
intention may look like this: ‘‘Try to be as nervous as you can’’
or as used in this study ‘‘Try to experience the sensations just
before you pass out’’ and the patient is encouraged to have a
conversion attack.
Benzodiazepines are well known to be effective on anxiety
(10-13). Wardle and colleagues reported a study on the effects
of 5-15 mg/day diazepam on subjects with agoraphobia. In this
study, PI was applied to half of the patients with conversion
disorders; the other half were treated with diazepam in order
to compare the efficiency of paradoxical intention versus anxiolytics in conversion disorder.

Paradoxical intention (PI) is a technique that was described
and developed by Frankl (1), originally in the context of logotherapy. It can be defined as those interventions in which the
therapist apparently promotes the worsening of problems rather than their removal (2). Over the last decade, PI has been
started to be used as a popular technique by a variety of therapists who have incorporated the technique into their existing
clinical practices.
Behavioral researchers have reported a number of case studies
supporting the efficacy of PI in the treatment of emotional,
behavioral and psychiatric problems. The paradoxical approach
has been reported to be successful with symptoms such as obsessive behavior and thinking, insomnia, migraine headaches,
anorexia nervosa, phobic neurosis and psychotic states (3-7).
However, despite the widespread application of PI to anxiety
related problems, we have not found any report on conversion
disorder, an anxiety disorder which is known to be more prevalent in lower sociocultural classes and counts up to more than
55% of the psychiatric diagnoses in our emergency unit. One
of the application criteria for paradoxical approaches defined
by Rohrbaugh et al. is as follows; ‘‘Where opposition is low
and symptoms are seen by the patient as outside of control’’
(8). In conversion disorder, there is no patient opposition to
symptoms, and symptoms are outside of the patients control.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The subjects were selected by the emergency unit psychiatrist from patients who were admitted to the emergency unit
with pseudoseizure. The diagnoses were based on DSM-IV
criteria (14). All patients with an abnormal EEG, organic disease, axis I or II disorder, previous psychiatric treatment were
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Table 1. Sociodemographic variables of the paradoxical intention
and drug groups

Age (range) (yr)
Sex
Women
Man
Education
.
Illiterate
Primary school
High school
Treatment duration (days)

PI group

Drug group

23 (16-30)
15
-

27 (18-35)
14
1

5
10
42

3
11
1
48

excluded. Finally, thirty patients (29 women and 1 man), diagnosed as conversion disorder were randomly divided into two
groups by means of a computer.
PI group consisted of 5 illiterates and 10 primary school
graduates. The patients’ mean age was 23 yr (ranging from
16 to 30). Of the patients who were in the diazepam-treated
group, 3 were illiterates, 11 were primary school graduates,
and 1 from high school. The patients’ mean age was 27 yr
(ranging from 18 to 35). The overall mean duration of conversion disorder was 42 days (mean 34 days for the PI group,
48 days for the diazepam-treated group) (Table 1).
All patients were assessed by a psychiatrist who was undisclosed to the subjects’ group throughout the study. The anxiety
score was measured for each patient before and after the treatment, using the Hamilton Rating Scale for anxiety (HRSA)
(15). The frequency (number of attacks within the past week)
of the conversive attacks were noted for each patient, and changes in these scores were converted to percentages. After the
six week treatment period, changes in the above scores were
analyzed.
All patients were treated by another psychiatrist. Patients
treated with diazepam were offered appointments at the days
10-20-30-45 of treatment to review their progress, to reinforce
the use of diazepam, and to regulate the dosage of diazepam.
This group consisting of outpatients was treated with diazepam in a dosage of 5-15 mg. At the end of the treatment period, patients treated with diazepam were assessed for anxiety
and conversion symptoms.
The patients in the PI group were informed about the nature
of the treatment, what was expected of them, and approximately how long the treatment would last. The relationship
between anxiety and conversion disorder was discussed with
each patient. After obtaining their written consent, they were
hospitalized. The patient and family members were interviewed separately. During the history-taking, special attention
was given to anxiety provoking situations and experiences specific to the patient. Two sessions were planned for each day.
During the session the patient was encouraged to imagine an
anxiety provoking situation and/or experience. In most cases
the patient was successful to carry out the session without
much help from the therapist. In some cases who exhibited
resistance, phrases such as ‘‘Imagine yourself in that same place

Table 2. The difference of anxiety scores in both groups

Anxiety score
before treatment
Anxiety score
after treatment
Difference
�
Z
p

Drug (n=15)

PI (n=15)

z*

p

25.60±4.27

27.60±5.00

1.08

.280

18.20±3.47

14.47±5.36

7.27±4.56
3.24
.0012

13.13±5.67
3.41
.0007

2.43

.015

*Mann-Whitney U test; �Wilcoxon matched pairs test.

with the same person... Think of this as it is happening right
now.... try to experience the same emotions you did then.....
It’s all right if you pass out (or whatever the symptom specific
to the patient)’’ were helpful. In conclusion, we helped the
patients to re-experience their specific traumatic events and
promoted the patients to try to have conversion attacks. At the
end of the three-week period, patients were discharged. We
invited the patients to visit us three weeks later, and changes
in clinical anxiety scores and conversion were assessed. Family
members were interviewed for verification.
Statistical analyses

The baseline anxiety scores of two groups were compared
using Mann-Whitney U test. The differences of anxiety scores
of each group from baseline to the end were compared using
Wilcoxon matched-pairs test. At the end of the study, the differences of anxiety scores of two groups were compared to each
other using Mann-Whitney U test. The percentage of recovery
from conversion disorder was assessed and the results were
analysed by t-test.

RESULTS
In both groups the differences of the anxiety scores at the
beginning of the study were found to be insignificant (z=1.08,
p=0.28).
The scores of the HRSA at the beginning of the study were
decreased significantly at the end of the treatment in both diazepam-treated and (z=3.24, p=0.0012), PI groups (z=3.41,
p=0.0007).
In both groups, the differences in anxiety scores found at the
end of the study were compared to one another, and in the PI
group, the decrease in anxiety scores were found to be more
significant than the diazepam-treated group (z=2.43, p=0.015)
(Table 2).
Patients who had no conversive symptoms within the past
2 weeks of the last control were considered as well-responders
to the treatment. Of the 15 patients who completed PI treatment, 14 (93.3%) responded favorably to PI at the end of 6week therapy, only one patient did not respond well to the PI
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and at the end of 6 weeks this patient carried on her conversion symptom. On the other hand of 15 patients who completed diazepam therapy, 9 (60%) responded well to therapy
and 6 patients carried on their conversion symptoms at the
end of 6 weeks. In the PI group, the recovery rate was more
significant than in the diazepam-treated patient group (t=2.27,
p=0.034).

DISCUSSION
Our findings confirm the fact that PI is applicable to the
conversion disorder. Although PI is found to be more effective
than diazepam which is accepted to be a valuable therapeutic
agent in the treatment of conversion disorder, it is not easy to
make a complete explanation to the varying rates of improvement between the two treatment groups. This can be related
to many factors, e.g., patients receiving diazepam were not
hospitalized. They lived in their previous environment. This
situation may provide a perpetuity of the symptom-context
relationship and secondary gains.
The efficiency of PI may also be related to our paradoxical
method. Since the patients were asked to behave symptomatically in an unusual surrounding, the relationship between the
context and symptom disappeared. Also, the symptoms lost
their surrounding supports and secondary gains.
Patients observed their own symptoms from other patients;
this provided the patients with an insight into their diseases.
After 3 to 4 days, some of the patients acquired a humorous
view to their own conversion. When we asked, ‘‘Why can’t
you be ill anymore?’’ some of them replied ‘‘I find my illness
funny’’. As we encouraged the patients frequently to try to
have very severe conversion attacks which are related to the
reexperience of a specific traumatic event (at least twice a day;
in the morning and in the evening), patients may have acquired desensitivity to their anxiety-related problems and satisfaction of their symptoms. This may bring about a change of
attitude towards the symptoms which enables the patients to
place themselves at a distance from the symptoms.
For example, a 32-yr old patient started having conversive
symptoms (passing out without full loss of consciousness, intact sensation to verbal or painful stimuli but unable to respond, and intact memory to this period) when she learned
that her husband was about to marry another woman. These
symptoms reoccurred whenever she recalled this ‘‘traumatic
event’’. She was suggested to frequently recall the fact that her
husband had intended to marry another woman. During the
first five days, she remembered the traumatic event each time
she had a conversive attack. On the sixth day, she had no symptoms despite remembering the traumatic event. On asking her
why, she answered that passing out was only a game she played
to avoid the real challenge, and it would be better to solve the
problem by talking to her husband face to face.
According to psychoanalytic theory, conversion disorder is
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caused by the repression of unconscious psychological conflict
which arises anxiety and the conversion of the anxiety into a
physical symptom. The psychological conflict is in the patient’s
unconscious, and the physical symptom is not under voluntary
control (14). From this point of view, it seems reasonable that
the best approach to this situation would be an insight therapy
where the unconscious material is recovered, the patient gains
insight to the primary conflict and the necessity to utilize conversion, as a defence mechanism is no longer required. In clinical practice, however, there are certain drawbacks of such an
approach. Most of the time, psychoanalytic therapies require
long periods of time and are expensive. On the other hand, as
mentioned above, conversion disorder is more prevalent in the
lower socioeconomic classes in which the patient can not afford
the expenses or the time necessary for such a therapy. Another
problem arises when the secondary gains become so systematized that the patient presents a ‘‘La belle indeferance’’ which
is an indicator of resistance to therapy. Maybe the most important of all, patients who suffer conversive symptoms are so convinced that they have organic diseases, e.g., paralysis, epilepsy,
this concern alone produces an intolerable anxiety which promotes conversion. Once this vicious circle is established, the
patient is most likely to resist psychotherapy and seek help in
other fields.
PI is an inexpensive short term psychotherapy. Although it
does not remove the primary conflict or challenge the secondary gains, it provides an invaluable insight to the anxiety arising at the second half of the vicious circle. Once the patient
eventually perceives the close relationship between the occurrence of the symptoms and anxiety, it is much more easier to establish a self confidence and defeat resistance.
It is sometimes unavoidable to prescribe anxiolytics to patients who exhibit clinical anxiety. This type of treatment is
much less expensive than any form of psychotherapy, including
PI. However, we have observed that our patients coming from
rural areas have important refill problems. Also the risk of dependance or drug abuse are important drawbacks for anxiolytics. Most important of all, patients who are treated with drugs
alone are more likely to underestimate the importance of facing
the real life problems, since the drug is doing it for them. PI,
on the other hand, emphasizes these problems and provides a
sense of control and confidence over them. As a matter of fact,
paradoxical interventions are much helpful to enable the patient to acquire a sense of detachment towards his/her neurosis by developing a humorous view. Paradoxical intention is
the clinical application o f Allport’s statement; ‘‘The neurotic
who learns to laugh at himself may be on the way to self-management, perhaps to cure’’ (19).
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Somatization Disorder: A disorder characterized by recurrent, multiple, physical complaints
and symptoms for which there is no organic
cause. The condition typically occurs in adolescence or in the early adult years and is rarely
seen in men. The symptoms vary according to the
individual and the underlying emotional conflict.
Mosby’s Medical, Nursing,
and Allied Health Dictionary45
Adolescent patients who report physical symptoms that are unexplained by physical disease or
pathophysiologic processes are prevalent in healthcare settings.4,7,8,17,33–35,44 Physical symptoms with no
notable physical pathology are often referred to by
primary care physicians (PCPs) as medically unexplained symptoms (MUS).34,40,53 Patients who present
with MUS often have accompanying impairments in
emotional, social, family, and educational or occupational functioning. The nature of their problems can
negatively impact the overall quality of the doctor–
patient relationship.34,54 In addition, many patients
with MUS have poor treatment outcomes, higher
health-care utilization rates, and a propensity to consume a disproportionate amount of health-care resources.31,32,58,56 Failure to recognize MUS may lead
to unnecessary diagnostic testing and the use of po-
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tentially harmful medications. In the past few years, an emerging literature has stressed
the importance of developing more effective techniques for identifying and treating patients with MUS to reduce these associated costs.6,11,12,26,43,46,49
The majority of adolescent patients who experience somatic-like physical symptoms will interpret them as normal bodily discomfort; however, a small subgroup may
erroneously interpret the symptoms as being positive signs of underlying physical disease.43,55 Fortunately, many of the somatic symptoms presented by adolescent patients
are reduced or eliminated by simple reassurances and explanations from the PCP. In
cases in which these techniques are not effective in eliminating or reducing the presence
of somatic symptoms, it may be essential for the PCP to recognize the role of psychologic factors in the etiology or maintenance of the unexplained physical symptoms and
to adopt alternative management techniques. Specifically, it may be necessary for physicians to evaluate the presence of a somatoform disorder.34,40,44 As outlined in the fourth
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) the somatoform disorders include conversion disorder, somatization disorder, pain disorder,
hypochrondriasis, body dysmorphic disorder, undifferentiated somatoform disorder, and
somatoform disorder not otherwise specified.1
Although patients with MUS likely would benefit from psychological or psychiatric
treatments, many adolescent patients and their parents are reluctant to accept referrals for
these adjunctive services32,29,35,56,60; therefore, the onus often falls on physicians to appropriately screen for such problems and to make cost-effective and appropriate referrals.
This chapter provides some guidelines for physicians to assist in this assessment, intervention, and referral process. Specifically, we address issues related to the assessment of
psychological factors that may contribute to the development or maintenance of unexplained medical symptoms among adolescent patients and present recommendations regarding the management of such patients. Given that symptoms of depression and anxiety frequently occur among patients with MUS, assessment and treatment issues relevant
to these psychological problems are emphasized. We present an overview of the advantages in integrating psychological screening practices into the evaluation process and provide recommendations regarding potential psychological assessment strategies. In addition, several psychologically based treatment interventions that are relevant to addressing
the psychosocial issues in adolescents with MUS are reviewed.
IMPORTANT TERMINOLOGY
Historically, a wide variety of descriptive terms have been used to refer to somaticlike physical symptoms. Somatization and MUS are some of the more frequently encountered terms in the empirical literature. Additional terms include neurosis, functional
somatic symptoms, hypochondriasis, and psychosomatics.53 The lack of consistent terminology attests to the fact that the etiology of these physical symptoms is poorly understood.35 Many of these terms imply that the patient’s symptoms are produced by an
underlying medical condition, whereas others suggest that they arise primarily from a
psychiatric or psychological disorder. Often the aforementioned terminology has the
propensity to make patients feel that their symptoms are not real, are “all in their mind,”
or that there is nothing medically wrong with them.52 None of these terms explicitly acknowledge that physical symptoms and psychological factors often coexist and are interrelated in complex ways.53
Given the lack of consistent and agreed-upon terminology, we have chosen to define MUS as neurologic-like symptoms that, after the completion of appropriate medical and laboratory examinations, cannot be attributed to physical disease or pathophys-
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iologic processes alone. This definition takes into account the fact that some adolescent
patients may have a verifiable neurologic condition that is further exacerbated by unexplained factors or by clear psychological factors. In addition, the definition includes
cases of medical syndromes that are by definition unexplained, including chronic fatigue
syndrome, pseudoseizures, fibromyalgia, and chronic headaches. Finally, the proposed
definition of MUS accounts for patients who have clear psychiatric disorders (e.g., anxiety, depressive, or somatoform disorders) that are accompanied by unexplained medical or neurologic complaints as well as those patients who report MUS in the absence
of any identifiable physical or psychiatric disorder.46
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND DEMOGRAPHICS
The prevalence rates of unexplained somatic symptoms among children and adolescents fluctuate depending on symptom focus, terminology, clinical setting, and the
patient sample studied. Some of the more commonly studied MUS include headaches,
abdominal pain, back and chest pain, low energy levels, dizziness, fatigue, numbness
and tingling sensations in the limbs, and gastrointestinal symptoms.13,14,18,20,23,48,67 Prevalence rates of these symptoms among children and adolescents range from 10–25%.7,18,67
Somatization rates increase during the adolescent years. Furthermore, MUS tend to be
more prevalent among adolescent females and are associated with lower socioeconomic
levels.3,13,47
Adolescent patients with somatic complaints are a heterogenous population, which
makes it difficult to establish a precise etiology. Although it is not clear how factors combine to perpetuate the development of somatic symptoms in adolescents, there is strong
evidence to suggest that certain contributory factors play a significant role in maintaining
the symptoms.19,21 Adolescent patients with a history of MUS are more likely to be diagnosed with a psychiatric or psychological disorder, including anxiety, depressive, and somatoform disorders.28,32,64 Other psychosocial factors are also associated with MUS. Adolescents under a great deal of life stress may be at greater risk for developing unexplained
physical complaints. For example, family discord (e.g., divorce or parental conflict), history of physical and sexual abuse, peer conflicts, school-related problems (e.g., transfer
to a new school or unrealistic academic expectations), and drug abuse and dependence
are all associated with higher rates of MUS.2,14,19,65 The presence of verifiable physical illness or a strong preoccupation with physical illness within the family system may lead
the adolescent to focus more intently on bodily symptoms, resulting in more frequent
health-care utilization to rule out the possibility of actual physical disease.8,19
DIAGNOSTIC ISSUES
It goes without saying that all medical complaints should be attended to with gravity and caution. The foremost requirement in diagnosing and treating MUS is to rule out
potential disease and other pathophysiologic processes that may have initiated or maintain the presenting physical complaints. The most important diagnostic concern in MUS
is the exclusion of neurologic and other general medical conditions. Failure to appropriately diagnose real physical pathology can have serious, deleterious consequences.
In the diagnostic process there is always risk of making one of two types of classification errors.39 Type I errors, or false positives, occur when a physician identifies existing pathology where none actually exists. With respect to diagnosing patients with
MUS, type I errors occur when a patient’s medical complaints are attributed to physical
pathology rather than to psychiatric, psychological, or other factors that may better ac-
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count for the complaints. In contrast, type II errors, or false negatives, occur when the
physician fails to identify physical pathology when it actually exists. For example, a patient’s physical complaints are attributed to psychological or psychiatric factors when,
in fact, the symptoms are the result of underlying physical pathology. The likelihood of
making classification errors is further complicated in situations where the symptoms can
be characteristic of both psychological disorders and neurologic disease or other medical conditions.30,39 The risk of making a type II error is exemplified in the following hypothetical case-scenario:
Case
A 15-year-old high school student originally sought neurologic help for symptoms
of fatigue, double vision, and numbing and tingling sensations in the limbs on the left
side of his body. After taking a full history, performing a brief physical examination, and
making a referral for a neurologic evaluation, it was concluded that there was no substantial evidence of organic disease. On finding no evidence of organic disease, the patient was referred to a psychiatrist for further evaluation and treatment. The patient’s
adoptive mother, who herself had an extensive history of health problems, was quite concerned about her son’s health and continued to press for a medical explanation for his
physical symptoms. By the end of the first year following the onset of the symptoms, a
comprehensive team consisting of a primary care physician, neurologist, psychiatrist,
psychologist, and neuropsychologist had already evaluated the patient.
The patient’s past history of anxiety, depression, and substance abuse and his tendency to experience the symptoms only in the classroom environment and when he had
an exam or a major project due led to widespread agreement among the health-care team
that his symptoms were better accounted for through psychological and other psychosocial factors. Neuropsychological and laboratory testing results also supported this
diagnosis. When his symptoms dissipated after participating in psychological interventions (i.e., individual therapy, relaxation training, and stress management), all of the doctors who were involved in the case were relieved to learn of these positive treatment outcomes. During a routine physical examination after several symptom-free months,
however, his primary care physician performed a Quick Neurological Screening Test
(QNST) and a Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE) and noticed some cognitive difficulties and motor and sensory impairments on the left side of the his body. The doctor immediately referred him for additional laboratory testing. An abnormal MRI revealed a
small right frontotemporal brain lesion. During surgery, it was found that the tumor was
inoperable.
Several neurologic disorders found in adolescent populations are being reviewed
elsewhere in this issue. These disorders include, but are not limited to, seizure disorders,
migraine headaches, consciousness disorders (e.g., vertigo or syncope), multiple sclerosis, Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), and cerebral palsy. One of the more commonly
found neurologic disorders in adolescents is multiple sclerosis (MS). The presenting
symptoms in the early stages of this medical condition (e.g., weakness of limbs, double
vision, numbness) are often vague and transient. Therefore, diagnostic procedures often
fail to detect the presence of the disease while not necessarily implying that the etiology
of the patient’s symptoms is entirely psychological. In other cases, patients may display
psychiatric or psychological symptoms that are very similar to or that closely mimic
symptom patterns found in many organic neurologic conditions. All of these scenarios
suggest the necessity of comprehensive, differential diagnostic procedures.
Further complicating the picture, many adolescent patients who have been diagnosed with a demonstrable medical condition also may begin to develop and experience
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additional MUS. For example, adolescent patients diagnosed with an organic seizure
disorder may be at risk for developing a medical syndrome known as pseudoseizures.36
Concluding that such unexplained symptoms are entirely accounted for by psychological factors has obvious implications. As Lezak states, “many serious and treatable neurological diseases [MS] often present with vague, often transient symptoms that can
worsen with stress and temporarily diminish or even disappear altogether with symptomatic or psychological intervention.” 39 One obvious implication is that physicians fail
to intervene with appropriate medical care and rely instead on psychosocial treatments
to address the symptomatology.
Although a full history, complete physical examination, and appropriate laboratory
procedures often resolve these diagnostic dilemmas, there are other situations in which
it is much more difficult to make an appropriate diagnosis. Fortunately, the advent of advanced laboratory techniques (e.g., MRI, PET, CT, EEG) has significantly reduced
many difficulties associated with differential diagnosis.39 Many of these instruments
have been quite effective in localizing brain and other types of neurologic pathology,
which has ultimately reduced the risk of missing underlying physical disease.
However, when patients are in early developmental stages of a pathologic condition, many of the available laboratory instruments may not be sensitive enough to detect
the presence of an organic condition.39 It may be particularly difficult to make a precise
determination of the etiology of the symptoms unless the patient begins to develop “hard
core” signs of an underlying organic condition.39,43 After several months or years, it may
be discovered that the patient is indeed experiencing a pathologic condition as symptoms
become more chronic and severe and less transient.39
The differential diagnosis task for physicians is indeed complicated. In order to
make appropriate medical diagnoses and to understand underlying etiology of presenting symptoms, the PCP often will conduct a full medical history, a thorough physical
examination, and additional necessary laboratory procedures. These assessment practices are generally sufficient in either detecting physical disease should it exist or in reassuring patients that nothing is wrong with them. In fact, more recent research has
shown that many patients who present with physical complaints will report a reduction
in physical symptoms following the diagnostic process, especially if they have a healthy
physician–doctor relationship, have been properly evaluated, and have been closely followed up in subsequent visitations.11,12
That being said, there are other circumstances where psychological factors play the
sole or primary role in the development and maintenance of MUS. Often in patients with
MUS, physician reassurance is not effective in allaying concerns or diminishing physical complaints. Although it is imperative to rule out physical pathology, strict adherence
to the traditional assessment practices described previously result in subjecting these patients to unnecessary diagnostic testing, unwarranted referrals to specialists, and other
costly medical treatments while offering negligible clinical benefit for the individual patient. In cases where patients’ MUS appear to be more closely related to psychiatric and
psychological factors, alternative assessment practices and resulting treatment recommendations are required.
Use of psychological instruments may aid PCPs in identifying relevant psychopathology and contributing psychosocial stressors that may better explain the presenting symptomatology. Although such assessment can be accomplished by referring
these patients to a psychologist or psychiatrist, it may be more efficient and cost-effective
to directly assess the patient in the context of the primary care setting, especially if the
multidisciplinary team includes a clinician trained in evaluating and treating psychological problems.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT IN PRIMARY CARE SETTINGS
It is well established that PCPs represent de facto behavioral health care systems in
the United States.42,50,62 In fact, empirical research has demonstrated clearly that approximately one half of patients with clinically significant behavioral health disorders
(e.g., depression, anxiety, somatoform disorders, or substance abuse) will seek treatment
from their PCP in the primary care setting.42,59,61,63 Unfortunately, the process of identifying and treating these patients with significant behavioral health disorders in primary
care settings is inadequate in many respects. It has been suggested that approximately
one third to one half of patients with behavioral health problems fail to be identified by
primary care providers.42 Furthermore, in cases in which patients have been diagnosed
with a psychiatric disorder, PCPs often under-appreciate the seriousness of patients’
problems. In fact, one study reported that 50–75% of patients diagnosed with major depression and were actively suicidal had consulted with their PCP shortly before they
committed suicide.9,42
Given that primary care settings are typically the first point of entry into the health
care system, it becomes imperative to include identification of behavioral health disorders
(i.e., psychiatric problems) in the assessment process. Specifically, in order to effectively
intervene with patients with MUS, it is essential to incorporate psychological or psychiatric assessment into a comprehensive evaluation. One strategy is for PCPs to integrate efficient and effective psychological screening instruments into the evaluation process.
Over the past few years, psychological testing has gained support and momentum
and is now recognized as an important tool for primary care physicians to add to their professional armamentarium.41 Currently, a number of different screening instruments are
available for the PCP to use in the primary care setting. Some of these instruments are
time consuming, comprehensive, and require a qualified clinician to administer and score.
However, others are less time consuming, can be administered by most primary medical
care staff, and are relatively easy to administer within the context of primary care settings.
Although it is beyond the scope of this chapter to provide detailed information
about all of the available psychological screening instruments, the authors offer a brief
review of several psychological instruments that may be used by the PCP to identify the
presence of psychiatric disorders or other psychosocial problems. In addition, Table 1
outlines a more comprehensive list of several commercially available instruments that
may be useful to physicians. For a more detailed description of available psychological
screening instruments and tests please see reference 41.
Prime-MD
The Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders (Prime-MD) is a two-stage diagnostic instrument that is helpful in identifying psychologic disorders relevant to adolescent patients with MUS. The Prime-MD is specifically designed for the primary care
physician and consists of two major components: the “screening/case finding” component and the “diagnostic” component.25 The screening/case finding component is a selfreport patient questionnaire (PQ) that the patient can complete while waiting in the reception area prior to seeing the PCP. Although the PQ is primarily designed to be a
paper-and-pencil self-report questionnaire, it can also be administered orally in interview format. The PQ consists of 25 yes and no questions and assesses the following five
categories of psychological disorders: mood disorders, anxiety disorders, somatoform
disorders, alcohol abuse and dependence, and eating disorders. If the PQ component suggests that the patient needs additional evaluation for the possible presence of a psychological disorder, the PCP can administer the second diagnostic component, the Clinician
Evaluation Guide (CEG). The CEG is a physician-administered interview and is based
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Psychological Instruments That Can Be Administered
and Scored in the Primary Care Setting
Administration
Time

Use

Ownership

Self-report instrument;
designed to identify
depressive symptoms
in adolescents
(5th–12th grades)

5–10 minutes

S

Beck Depression
Inventory-II
(BDI-II)

Self-report instrument;
designed to measure
severity level of
depression; for ages
13 and older

5–10 minutes

S

Beck Anxiety
Inventory (BAI)

Self-report instrument;
designed to measure
anxiety; for ages 17
and up
Self-report instrument;
designed to measure
level of hopelessness;
for ages 17 and up
Clinician-administered
instrument; designed
to determine level of
cognitive functioning
Clinician-administered
and self-report
instrument; designed
to measure depression,
anxiety, somatoform,
alcohol, and more
Self-report instrument;
designed to measure
depression, anxiety,
alcohol, somatization,
psychosis, and more
Self-report measure;
designed to measure
depression, anxiety,
alcohol, and more
Self-report instrument;
designed to measure
relative risk for suicidal
ideation; for grades 7th
to college
Self-report instrument;
designed to identify
for the presence of
anger problems; for
ages 16 and older
Self-report instrument;
designed to measure
anxiety; for high school
and college students

5–10 minutes

S

Psychological Assessment
Resources, Inc., P.O.
Box 998, Odessa, FL
33556-9908; 813-9683003;
http://www.parinc.com
The Psychological
Corporation, 555
Academic Court San
Antonio, TX 782042498; 800-211-8378;
http://www.hbem.com
The Psychological
Corporation (see contact information above)

5–10 minutes

S

The Psychological
Corporation (see contact information above)

5–10 minutes

S

15 minutes

S,D

Psychological Assessment
Resources, Inc. (see
contact information
above)
Pfizer, Inc.
http://www.pfizer.com

15–20 minutes

S

5–15 minutes

S

5–10 minutes

S

Psychological Assessment
Resources (see contact
information above)

5–10 minutes

S

The Psychological
Corporation (see
contact information
above)

5–10 minutes

S

Psychological Assessment

Instrument

Description

Reynolds Adolescent
Depression Scale
(RADS)

Beck Hoplessness
Scale (BHS)
Mini-Mental State
Examination
(MMSE)
Prime-MD

Symptom Checklist90-Revised
(SCL-90-R)
Brief Symptom
Inventory (BSI)
Suicidal Ideation
Questionnaire (SIQ,
SIQ-Jr., ASIQ)
State-Trait Anger-2
Inventory
(STAXI-2)
State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory (STAI)

National Computer
Systems 5605 Green
Circle Dr., Minnetonka,
MN 55343; 800-6277251 x5151
National Computer
Systems (see contact
information above)

Resources (see contact
information above)
Table continues on next page.
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TABLE 1. Psychological Instruments That Can Be Administered
and Scored in the Primary Care Setting (Cont.)
Instrument

Description

Child Behavior
Checklist (CBCL)

Parent self-report
instrument; designed
to measure social
competence and
behavioral problems;
for ages 4–18
Parent self-report
instrument; designed
to measure level of
parent–adolescent
conflict; for adolescents
Clinician-administered
instrument; designed to
screen for neurological
impairments; for ages
5–adult
Parent self-report
instrument; designed to
measure level of
parenting stress
Self-report instrument;
designed to measure
the severity of
problems with drinking;
for ages 12–18
Self-report instrument;
designed to measure
severity of suicidal risk
Clinician-administered
instrument; designed to
assess for cognitive
impairments; for ages
18 and older

Conflict Behavior
Questionnaire
(CBQ)
Quick Neurological
Screening Test
(QNST)
Parenting Stress
Inventory (PSI)
Adolescent Drinking
Index

Beck Scale for
Suicide Ideation
Brief Neuropsychological
Cognitive
Examination
(BNCE)

Administration
Time

Use

Ownership

15–20 minutes

S

Thomas M. Achenbach,
Ph.D., Department of
Psychiatry, University
of Vermont, Burlington,
VT 05401-3456

5–10 minutes

S

Psychological Assessment
Resources (see contact
information above)

15–20 minutes

S

15 minutes

S

Academic Therapy
Publications, 20
Commercial Boulevard,
Novato, CA 949496191; 415-883-3314
Psychological Assessment
Resources (see contact
information above)

5–10 minutes

S

Psychological Assessment
Resources (see contact
information above)

5–10 minutes

S

30 minutes

S

Psychological Assessment
Resources (see contact
information above)
Psychological Services,
Inc., 100 West
Broadway, Suite 1100,
Glendale, CA 91210;
818-244-0033

Abbreviations: S  screener; D  diagnostic

on DSM-IV criteria; it is divided into five different modules for each of the five categories of psychological disorders listed above. Based on the results of the PQ, the physician decides which of the five modules should be administered to the patient.25
Mini-Mental Status Examination
The Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE) is a screening instrument that was
developed to assess problems in cognitive functioning.16 The MMSE is a widely used
instrument, takes approximately 5–10 minutes to administer, and provides a quantitative
score of the severity of cognitive impairment. The MMSE consists of 11 items that are
designed to examine functions such as memory, attention, and orientation. It also investigates abilities in naming, following both a verbal and written command, writing a complete sentence, and copying two geometric figures that intersect with each other.16 A patient who scores a 23 or below may be experiencing a significant cognitive or neurologic
impairment. It is important to note that the MMSE is not designed to replace more extensive neurologic and neuropsychological instruments. Patients who obtain a significant score can be referred for more extensive neuropsychological testing.
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Beck Anxiety Inventory
The Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) is an instrument designed to measure symptoms
associated with anxiety disorders, which is one of the most prevalent behavioral health
disorders in the United States.51 The BAI consists of 21 items and can be administered
quickly in the primary care setting. The majority of the items on the BAI assess objective physiologic symptoms such as numbness, tingling, heart racing, difficulty in breathing, and dizziness. The remaining items examine more subjective symptoms, including
fear of losing control or of something negative happening in the future. The BAI produces a quantitative score that ranges from 0 to 63, with higher numbers indicating
greater symptom severity.15 Because many MUS often coexist with anxiety disorders,
the BAI may be quite helpful in identifying adolescent patients who may be suffering
from some type of anxiety disorder.
TREATMENT STRATEGIES FOR PATIENTS WITH MUS
The majority of the empirical research on the treatment of somatization has focused
on specific medical syndromes (e.g., irritable bowel syndrome, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue syndrome, abdominal pain, or chronic pain) and other psychiatric disorders, such as
the somatoform, anxiety, and depressive disorders.5,10,43,66 The aim of the present section is
to discuss an existing model of treatment that has been developed to deal more effectively
with patients who present with MUS in the primary care setting.22,37,38 This treatment model
is called the reattribution model and has been specifically designed to help in the identification and treatment of patients suffering from somatic symptoms. The model consists of the following stages: (1) “feeling understood”; (2) “broadening the agenda”; and
(3) “making the link.”22 Influenced by the work of Lesser,37,38 Gask22 developed this consultation model to help PCPs learn more effective techniques for identifying and treating
patients presenting with somatic symptoms in primary care settings. This model aims to
gradually encourage the patients to shift from a medical to a psychological standpoint regarding the etiology of presenting symptoms. It should be noted that the three-stage model
does not recommend that intervention be completed in one visit, but rather suggests that
additional consultations are required. In addition to providing an overview of this threestage treatment model, we offer additional treatment guidelines that we view as important
in the treatment of adolescent patients with somatic symptoms.19,21,22,52
Stage 1: Feeling Understood
Because physical symptoms and psychological problems often coexist, the consultation process should involve a discussion of how physical and psychological factors interrelate and interact with each other.22,24 In order to develop a healthy and productive
doctor–patient relationship, it is imperative that PCPs educate and explain to adolescent
patients and their parents that both physical and psychological factors are important considerations in the diagnostic and treatment process.
One important task in this first stage is to take a full history. Because many adolescent patients and their parents typically are seeking a medical explanation for presenting symptoms and are quite concerned about the possibility of overlooking an underlying physical disorder, the assessment should focus initially on exploring the
patient’s past medical history, which allows the PCP to make a well-informed decision
as to whether or not additional laboratory examinations are needed to rule out pathophysiologic processes.19 PCPs should avoid subjecting patients to unnecessary diagnostic and laboratory investigations, unless the patient’s medical history and physical complaints clearly suggest hard core signs of physical disease.57
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TABLE 2.

Sample of Suggested Questions for Adolescents with MUS

Have you recently witnessed or been exposed to
any form of violence in the home or school
environment?
Are you having any difficulties in your
interpersonal relationships?
Are any of your friends struggling with any
serious emotional, social, or family problems?

Are you currently using any drugs, alcohol, or
tobacco?
Do any of your friends use drugs, alcohol, or
tobacco?
Are you involved with the legal system?
Are your parents currently employed?

Are you currently experiencing any suicidal
thoughts, attempts, or plans?

How are your parents getting along?

Are you having any school-related problems?

Are your parents divorced?

Do you have any school attendance problems?

Is your family having any financial problems?

Have you noticed any changes in your academic
or social functioning?

Does your family have any history of substance
use or abuse?

Do you get along with your teachers?

How many times have you moved over the years?

Have you noticed any changes in your mood?

Have your parents divorced recently?

Are you currently experiencing any significant
anxiety?

Have there been any recent deaths, illnesses, or
injuries in your family?

Do you get along with your family members?

Have you had any arguments or fights with your
parents or girlfriend/boyfriend?

The assessment should not only aim at including specific details of previous medical investigations but also explore contributing behavioral, emotional, and psychosocial
factors (Table 2). Substance abuse, depressive and anxiety disorders, school-related
problems, and other types of psychosocial problems may play an important role in the
etiology of somatic symptoms. Assessment of significant health problems within the
family, family beliefs about what might be causing the symptoms, and family conflicts
is also recommended.19,22 Integrating psychological screening instruments (see Table 1)
into this stage of the assessment process will aid PCPs in eliciting specific and reliable
information regarding the presence of psychiatric or psychosocial problems.
A second task in this first stage is to conduct a brief, focused physical examination
on the area of the body where the reported symptoms are believed to originate.22,57 Although the PCP may want to conduct only a brief physical examination to rule out the
possibility of physical disease, it will also offer reassurance to the patient and parents
that the PCP is taking the symptoms seriously.22,24 If the doctor suspects at this point that
the patient’s symptoms are not physical in origin and are better accounted for through a
psychiatric diagnosis or other psychological factors, the PCP should avoid making definite statements that suggest that nothing is medically wrong or that the symptoms are
related to mental health problems. The process of shifting the patient from a medical to
a psychological perspective may not be possible in one office visit and may require several brief, regularly scheduled visits.22,57 The organization and timing of these consultations likely will depend on the results of the history and physical examination or whether
additional laboratory tests are needed.
Stage 2: Broadening the Agenda
The main purpose of the second stage is to begin to shift gradually or broaden the
agenda by encouraging the patient to recognize the interaction of physical symptoms and
psychologic factors.22 One important step at this stage involves providing specific feedback
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on the results of the physical examination. Based on the results of the investigation, the PCP
will more than likely be able to classify the patient into one of three categories: (1) patients
experiencing a verifiable physical disorder; (2) patients experiencing a demonstrable psychiatric or psychological disorder; and (3) patients experiencing a mixed-condition involving a combination of both physical disease and a psychological disorder. Although the latter group may unduly complicate the consultation process, the information presented herein
is still applicable to these patients.22 Not only should feedback regarding the results of the
examination be clearly presented and described to the patient, but PCPs should gradually
begin to explain that many physical and bodily symptoms do not necessarily imply the
presence of significant pathology; however, it is important that PCPs not insinuate that
patients’ symptoms are not real or that nothing is physically wrong with them.
Another crucial step in stage 2 involves the gradual process of reframing patients’
complaints by linking physical symptoms, psychological factors, and other relevant factors (e.g., social, family, or emotional) identified during stage 1. For example, a patient
who complains of chronic headaches, visual disturbances and memory disturbances and
acknowledges alcohol abuse, anxiety symptoms, and school-related difficulties may be
gently encouraged to consider the possibility that his or her physical symptoms are connected in some way to the psychological and psychosocial issues. As Gask points out, it
is essential for PCPs to provide patients with the opportunity to discuss their viewpoints
openly regarding acceptance of this multifaceted explanation for their presenting complaints.22 In order to encourage patients to entertain alternative explanations, PCPs
should continue to acknowledge that patients’ symptoms are real while also respecting
their viewpoints regarding the nature of their complaints. After broadening the agenda,
PCPs will be in a better position to shift the patient’s viewpoint toward considering a
psychological perspective.
Stage 3: Making the Link
The final stage of the reattribution model involves making the link between physical
symptoms and psychological factors. Although many patients may have already made the
link from previous office visits, others may require additional explanations and demonstrations to understand more clearly how these factors are interrelated. One simple method
of making the link for patients involves providing the patient with information. For example, PCPs may explain how alcohol dependence can lead to physiologic reactions (e.g.,
grand mal seizures, memory impairments, transient visual illusions, or hand tremors); how
an anxiety disorder can cause dizziness, paresthesias, and cognitive impairments; or how
major depressive disorder can lead to psychomotor retardation and poor concentration.
With patients who have a more difficult time understanding the interrelatedness of
physical and psychological symptoms, it may be necessary to provide more specific
demonstrations during the office visit.22 One effective technique that can be used in the
primary care setting demonstrates how hyperventilation can cause physiologic changes.
For example, by facilitating over-breathing or spinning the individual in a chair, patients
with panic attacks may see how their attacks are linked to many of the physiologic symptoms that they tend to experience. Alternatively, PCPs may ask patients to keep a written symptom diary to see if the symptoms are related to any environmental events or psychosocial stressors (Fig. 1). The data collected from these behavioral records may reveal
that symptoms occur only during particular times, settings, or when the patient is experiencing a significant amount of stress or is thinking in a particular way. A final technique may involve exploring family background information collected from the full history. For example, it may be discovered that the patient has modeled the behavior of a
family member who has struggled with a significant health-related disorder.
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FIGURE 1. Sample Symptom Monitoring Form

ADDITIONAL TREATMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Location of Treatment
The location of treatment for patients with MUS depends to a great extent, on available resources. Most adolescent patients will realize that somatic symptoms are temporary and should not be interpreted as signs of serious physical disease; however, a small
group of patients will continue to experience the symptoms and will actively seek reassurance and treatment from their PCP. Depending on the availability of resources, some
MUS patients can be treated successfully and managed in the primary care setting by the
PCP or other behavioral health-care professionals (i.e., psychiatrist, psychologist, or social worker) and will not require a referral for specialized services. However, access to
adjunctive mental health services may not be readily available in many primary care facilities. In these cases, patients with a suspected psychiatric disorder or who continue to
complain of recurrent somatic symptoms may require a referral for more specialized
psychosocial services.
When to Make a Referral
The PCP and other members of the health-care team can manage the majority of the
patients with MUS by following the management techniques reviewed in this chapter
(Fig. 2). These treatment techniques should be sufficient in reducing or eliminating MUS
that are perpetuated by clear psychological factors. When patients continue to report
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FIGURE 2. Potential flow chart of treatment process for patients with MUS.

neurologic-like symptoms with relatively little evidence of the presence of psychological
factors, a referral to a neurologist or neuropsychologist for a differential diagnosis is needed.
This referral will provide a more in-depth examination to rule out specific pathophysiologic conditions and other various impairments in neuropsychologic or cognitive functioning. Patients experiencing an obvious psychiatric disorder (e.g., psychiatric disorder
or suicidal behavior) or other significant psychosocial problems should be referred to a
qualified professional with more extensive and specialized training in treating these problems. Similarly, a referral also may be needed for those patients with verifiable medical
conditions that are further exacerbated by unexplained factors or by clear psychological
factors. The treatment techniques reviewed herein may help reduce MUS in individuals
with verifiable medical conditions. Depending on available resources and time restraints,
the PCP also may determine that a referral to a psychiatrist or psychologist is required.
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A variety of specific psychological treatments are available for patients with MUS.
These types of treatments may be a useful adjunct to the treatment techniques previously
discussed. They also may be appropriate for patients with MUS that are exacerbated by
a specific medical condition or syndrome. Behavioral and cognitive techniques have
been shown to be most effective in the treatment of these groups of patients. Many of
the treatments offer specific techniques, including stress management, relaxation training (e.g., deep breathing or progressive muscle relaxation), and coping skills training.
Other treatment strategies may include pharmacologic agents (e.g., antidepressants),
group therapy, and more individualized and explorative psychotherapy.
Doctor–Patient Relationship
As many authors point out, it is imperative to establish a high quality doctor–
patient relationship with patients with MUS.52,57 The doctor–patient relationship plays
an important role in the treatment process with these types of patients. In order to build
effective rapport, it is important for PCPs to develop collaborative relationships with
adolescent patients and their parents. Within the context of a collaborative relationship,
PCPs will be in a better position to listen sympathetically, to take patients’ symptoms
seriously, and to develop a clearer understanding of what patients need. It also allows
clinicians to explore psychological factors and other fears, thoughts, and beliefs that
might play a significant role in the etiology of the symptoms.
CONCLUSION
Adolescents who present with unexplained neurologic symptoms in the primary
care setting may be suffering from a clinically significant behavioral health disorder or
some other form of psychological distress. If no adequate medical cause can be found to
explain the patient’s presenting symptomatology, it is important for the PCP to conduct
a careful assessment of the patient’s psychosocial functioning. Various psychological
factors and other psychosocial problems found in adolescent patients may help explain
the presence of somatic physical symptoms.
Although experienced PCPs can perform comprehensive assessments for both the
presence of physical disease and the presence of significant psychopathology, it also
may be beneficial to include psychologists or social workers as part of an interdisciplinary team.27 Adolescent patients who have a comorbid psychiatric disorder, are actively
suicidal, or are under a great deal of psychological distress should be referred for a more
comprehensive psychological evaluation and treatment. Many patients and their parents
are seeking a medical diagnosis for their physical symptoms rather than a diagnosis of
mental illness; furthermore, they are often quite reluctant to accept a referral for psychological or psychiatric services. It is, therefore, essential for PCPs to adopt alternative
assessment and treatment practices that help the patient understand the interrelatedness
of physical symptoms and psychological factors.
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APPENDIX A

Population and Need-Based Prevention of
Unexplained Physical Symptoms in the
Community
Charles C. Engel, Jr., and Wayne J. Katon ∗

SYNOPSIS
How might military medicine respond to existing research on the epidemiology, burden, natural history, and management of medically unexplained
physical symptoms (MUPS) in primary care and the general population? This
review of extensive published research suggests that MUPS are pervasive and
contribute substantially to physical, social, occupational, and organizational impairment, psychosocial distress, unnecessary health care utilization and expenditures, and adverse health care outcomes. These studies suggest that the natural
history of MUPS is influenced by a number of predisposing, precipitating, and
perpetuating factors and that certain prognostic factors may help clinicians and
policy makers estimate the outcomes and population needs.
We use the epidemiology of MUPS and the basic principles of populationbased health care to construct an efficient MUPS prevention strategy that emphasizes a continuum of care. In the absence of randomized trial evidence of
efficacy for any single multifaceted continuum of MUPS care, the prevention
program suggested is conservative and reasonably achievable, lends itself to
subsequent evaluation and improvement, and calls for a multifaceted, wellintegrated, stepped care management approach involving
∗
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• broad-based and low-intensity educational interventions delivered to
every member of the military services and perhaps their family members;
• primary care-based collaborative and interdisciplinary practice teams that
aim to improve short- and long-term health behaviors using a variety of behavioral strategies including education;
• information systems that use expert systems to process and feed back data
obtained by using a health care-based health information system and a population survey-based health data monitoring system;
• specialized, multimodal services available for the intensive multidisciplinary management of disabling and otherwise treatment-refractory MUPS; and
• development of a “center of excellence” to lead clinical, research, and
educational efforts related to MUPS in the military.

We suggest that future improvement efforts target military clinicians, military
health care delivery, the military work environment, and existing methods for
compensating and returning ill personnel to work.
No matter the overall process and structure of care provided for individuals
with MUPS, physicians are urged to practice “person-centered” rather than “disease-centered” care. They cannot ignore their place as consultants to real people
in real predicaments who are attempting to make difficult decisions potentially
affecting their future health, career, relationships, and status. Hadler has stated
that the role of physicians, “should be more than that of concerned citizens or
even of patients’ advocates; [to that] we can add the perspective of students of
the human predicament.”58 The expanded notion of ill health as a human predicament is especially apropos in occupational and military medicine settings.
Occupational and military physicians treat diseases, but of equal import is their
obligation to study and prepare the workplace so those workers with illnessrelated work limitations can eventually make a successful return to productivity.
Eventually, we are impressed that military medicine’s innovations in this area
may provide an important model for civilian health care organizations seeking
solutions to the difficult challenge of MUPS.

UNDERSTANDING MEDICALLY UNEXPLAINED
PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS
The absence of a discerned cause for physical symptoms is best viewed
through the lens of the scientific uncertainty necessarily involved in any one-toone doctor–patient visit. We will use “MUPS” in reference to health care use for
physical symptoms that are not clinically explained by a medical etiology.
MUPS can be broken down into a four-part process. First, an individual must
experience the symptom. In a simplified way, this might be viewed as the biological part of the process. Presumably, for one to perceive a symptom, some
neurophysiological event must bring it to awareness. The second step is cognitive, or related to how we think about the symptom. The person perceiving a
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symptom overlays some knowledge, biases, or beliefs that he or she has about
the symptom and its cause, assigning it a level of medical importance. We do
not seek care for most of the symptoms we experience, partly because we assign
them some relatively low level of medical significance. When we seek care, we
are taking a third and behavioral step that is mediated by our belief in the symptom’s significance.
The fourth and final step is the purview of the clinician: he or she must decide the extent to which symptoms are explained by the patient’s medical diagnoses. This is one of the most problematic aspects of MUPS. There is a clear
potential for doctor–patient conflict in this formulation. Differing clinician and
patient explanations for MUPS may be one of the most important contributors to
the frustration that these symptoms create for clinicians61,97,154 and the dissatisfaction with care that many affected patients describe. Add some reason for doctor–patient mistrust, and the relationship can become outwardly adversarial and
result in mutual rejection.120
In occupational settings like the military, clinicians must provide care
within the context of competing and sometimes unacknowledged obligations.
The clinician is committed to the welfare of the employer, who is both paying
the clinician’s salary and providing medical benefits for the patient. This same
clinician has a simultaneous duty to the health and well-being of the patient.
Under these circumstances, the patient may fear that the clinician is being coerced to deny the reality of the medical problem in service to the employer’s
financial or political interests. The patient may feel that the clinician is more
interested in keeping the patient on the job than in providing treatment. Alternatively, the clinician may suspect that the patient is exaggerating health concerns
to obtain benefits. Conflicts such as these heighten doctor–patient mistrust,
dampen rapport, and diminish the chance of a productive clinical encounter.
Symptom-based disorders are diagnoses based upon patient-reported physical
symptoms rather than specific findings on clinical examination or diagnostic testing. Symptom-based disorders seldom offer clinicians and patients more than a
label. In most instances, the prognosis, treatment, and factors that determine disability are remarkably similar across different symptom-based disorders. Observed
differences are typically small and are attributable to differences in severity, the
number of other symptoms involved with the syndrome, or differences in loss of
functioning due to symptom location (e.g., lower-extremity joint pain impedes
walking, whereas headache pain does not). The names of symptom-based disorders are usually based on hypothesized etiology (e.g., chronic Lyme disease), putative triggers (e.g., multiple chemical sensitivity), a central descriptive feature
(e.g., chronic fatigue syndrome), or body region (e.g., temporomandibular disorder). Labels often use complicated terminology (e.g., fibromyalgia or myalgic
encephalomyelitis) that suggests to patients, doctors, and the public that the syndrome is better understood than it actually is. Therefore, we will use the term
symptom-based disorder to signify syndromes that are clinically diagnosed almost
exclusively by using patients’ verbal descriptions. Table A-1 displays some common examples of symptom-based disorders and illustrates that clinicians in nearly
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every specialty encounter them. Symptom-based disorders overlap extensively,
manifest remarkably similar pathophysiology, risk factors, clinical course, and
prognosis, and respond to similar rehabilitative treatment approaches.17,23,54,67,118,158
Historically, physicians have tended to categorize MUPS and symptom-based
disorders as psychiatric symptoms on the basis of exclusion. It seems most logical
that only some MUPS are psychiatric in their origin.

TABLE A-1 Some Symptom-Based Diagnoses and the Specialties that
Commonly Diagnose and Encounter Them
Specialty

Clinical Syndrome

Specialty

Clinical Syndrome

Orthopedics

Low back pain
Dentistry
Patellofemoral syndrome

Temporomandibular
dysfunction

Gynecology

Chronic pelvic pain
Premenstrual syndrome

Rheumatology

Fibromyalgia
Myofascial syndrome
Siliconosis

Ear-NoseThroat

Idiopathic tinnitus

Internal Medicine

Chronic fatigue syndrome

Neurology

Idiopathic dizziness
Chronic headache

Infectious Diseases Chronic Lyme disease
Chronic Epstein-Barr
virus
Chronic brucellosis
Chronic candidiasis

Urology

Chronic prostatitis
Interstitial cystitis
Urethral syndrome

Gastroenterology

Irritable bowel syndrome
Gastroesophageal
reflux

Anesthesiology Chronic pain syndromes

Physical Medicine

Mild closed head injury

Cardiology

Atypical chest pain
Idiopathic syncope
Mitral valve prolapse

Occupational
Medicine

Multiple chemical
sensitivity
Sick building syndrome

Pulmonary

Hyperventilation syndrome

Military Medicine

Gulf War Syndrome

Endocrinology

Hypoglycemia

Psychiatry

Somatoform disorders
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EPIDEMIOLOGY OF SYMPTOMS AND
SYMPTOM-BASED DISORDERS
Prevalence in the Community and Primary Care
Review of the epidemiology of unexplained physical symptoms necessarily
involves discussion of the epidemiological literature on somatization and the
somatoform disorders (e.g., conversion disorder, somatization disorder, or pain
disorder). The central feature in the somatoform disorders, however, is the presence of MUPS. The absence of test abnormalities or objective physical examination findings means that a psychiatric etiology is presumed but that the actual
etiology is a matter of debate. We advocate an atheoretical, nonetiological, and
phenomenological understanding of MUPS since this formulation is intellectually honest and maximally acceptable to those affected.
Population-based surveys have shown that 85 to 95 percent of community
respondents experience at least one physical symptom every 2 to 4 weeks although relatively few of these symptoms are reported to physicians.161 The
population-based Epidemiologic Catchment Area Study examined 13,538 respondents from four U.S. communities and found that 25 percent reported chest
pain, 24 percent reported abdominal pain, 23 percent reported dizziness, 25 percent reported headache, 32 percent reported back pain, and 25 percent reported
fatigue.91 Thirty-one percent of symptoms were medically unexplained, and the
type of symptom was unrelated to the absence of explanation. Eighty-four percent of symptoms caused respondents to seek health care, take a medicine, or
curtail activities.91 Over 4 percent of people had a lifetime history of multiple,
chronic, unexplained symptoms and an exacerbation within the past year.38,142
Other studies have shown that MUPS are associated with a high proportion
of populationwide disability and health care utilization, largely because they are
so common.39,74 For example, the 1989 National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey estimated that physical symptoms account for 57 percent of all U.S. ambulatory care visits including some 400 million clinic visits per annum.127 Kroenke
and Mangelsdorff90 reviewed the medical records of 1,000 primary care-internal
medicine patients over a 3-year period and determined the incidence, diagnostic
findings, and outcomes of 14 common symptoms. At least one common symptom was present in 38 percent of patients, and only 16 percent of symptoms
were felt to have an organic cause. Symptomatic patients were monitored for an
average of 11 months, and for 47 percent of patients the symptom persisted
throughout the follow-up period. Two-thirds of symptoms were evaluated beyond the initial history and physical examination, but only approximately 1 in
10 evaluations resulted in an organic diagnosis not apparent at the index visit.
Subsequently, Kroenke et al.88 completed an office-based survey of 410 primary
care-internal medicine patients to determine the prevalence and adequacy of
therapy for 15 common symptoms. Eighty-two percent of patients had one or
more symptoms, and in 77 percent one or more of these symptoms had been
reported to patients’ physicians. However, only 39 percent of patients with fa-
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tigue, dyspnea, dizziness, insomnia, sexual dysfunction, depression, and anxiety
reported any noticeable response to treatment. Most other primary care research
suggests that etiologies are unknown for at least 25 to 30 percent of patients with
either painful or nonpainful physical symptoms.87,92,93
An extensive scientific literature has shown that MUPS are strongly and
consistently associated with psychosocial distress, psychiatric disorders, decreased quality of life, and increased health care utilization.6,18,25,38,39,56,76,90,92,
129,135
Depression and anxiety are consistently associated with MUPS across
many studies that have used wide-ranging methodologies including crosssectional,135 case-control,73,82,140,152,156 and longitudinal designs.150 Some evidence suggests that associated high health care utilization leads to more harm
and patient dissatisfaction than benefit.86,145

Natural History of MUPS
MUPS are characteristically chronic and intermittently relapsing, although
the natural history is reasonably variable in severity and periodicity. Factors
responsible for variability in clinical outcomes may be classified as predisposing, precipitating, and perpetuating factors.
Predisposing factors are characteristics of individuals that render them
more vulnerable to MUPS and related morbidity. Important predisposing factors
are heredity;136,162 neurophysiological, neurotransmitter, and autonomic nervous
system factors;4,31,44,52,55,83,144 early life adversity (e.g., child maltreatment);3,26,68,
85,98,152,153,155
chronic medical illness;2,12,66,121,147 or chronic distress or mental
34,70
Predisposing factors may be either intrinsic (i.e., innate to the indiillness.
vidual) or acquired (i.e., obtained during lifetime exposure or experience).
A precipitating factor is essentially a “straw that breaks the camel’s back,”
initiating an acute episode of MUPS and related morbidity. Factors that precipitate MUPS include biological stressors,15,134 psychosocial stressors,27–29 acute
psychiatric disorders,111 and epidemic health concerns.14,21,24,62,69,139
Perpetuating factors are those that maintain, exacerbate, or prolong symptoms, distress, and disability after they occur. Perpetuating factors may occur
independently of the original precipitants. They include harmful illness beliefs
(beliefs that lead to a maladaptive response to the symptoms),132 labeling effects
(i.e., the adverse effects associated with viewing oneself as ill),40,60,63,106 misinformation,1,7,16,100,130,133 workplace and compensation factors,11,59,128,141 and social
support factors.107
Prognostic Factors: Prediction of Outcomes and
Assessment of Future Needs
MUPS occur along a spectrum of severity and prognosis74 ranging from mild
and transient to chronic and disabling. Prognostic factors are individual, environ-
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mental, or population characteristics that may be used to predict symptom outcomes and estimate future treatment and resource needs. The prognostic spectrum
of MUPS includes acute, recurrent, and chronic subtypes. Acute MUPS occurs in
the absence of a previous pattern or history of MUPS and lasts a few months at
most, and associated disability is often temporally associated with an acutely
stressful life event. Recurrent MUPS is characterized by alternating symptomatic,
asymptomatic, and mildly symptomatic periods. Chronic MUPS is a pattern of
persistent unexplained physical symptoms associated with chronic disability, high
health care utilization, and persistent problems with coping.
Empirically evaluated prognostic indicators for MUPS include (1) prior
level of health care use, (2) psychiatric factors, (3) physical symptom factors,
and (4) factors related to functioning. A high level of previous health care use
suggests that a poor long-term outcome characterized by chronic MUPS is relatively likely.78,136 A large number of prospective studies have consistently found
that the presence of stressors, distress, and psychiatric disorders, especially
when they are chronic, predict persistent MUPS and related disability.9,13,22,29,57,
65,105,109,119,126
A higher number of comorbid physical symptoms (“symptom
count”)53 and longer symptom duration13,22,89,95,148 also predict a poor outcome.
Past poor functioning including occupational functioning suggests a poor prognosis.37,50,94 A patient’s historical level of functioning can serve as a marker for a
myriad of issues that diminish the amount of reserve that an individual can muster when symptoms worsen.
PREVENTION OF SYMPTOMS AND
SYMPTOM-BASED DISORDERS
The epidemiology of MUPS suggests that those individuals afflicted with
the mysterious “Gulf War Syndrome” may represent only the most disabled,
symptomatic, and distressed of ill Gulf War veterans. For each veteran who
seeks care for Gulf War-related health concerns, there may be several others
with fewer physical symptoms. In a less protean manner, perhaps, these individuals’ symptoms are reducing their capacity to function, increasing their use
of health care, and heightening their health-related worries. Left unmanaged,
these milder syndromes may become subject to the adverse influences of the
previously described predisposing, precipitating, and perpetuating factors.
Is it possible to prevent MUPS? Resources are limited, and the scope of the
problem is wide. The success of any program of prevention will depend on the
degree of effectiveness of existing interventions and the resources required to
deliver them. It may be feasible to significantly reduce the organizational impact
of MUPS among military personnel by using a coordinated combination of
population-based and need-based strategies. We recommend the adoption of a
“population-based health care” model that uses a stepped-care approach (Figure
A-1) to achieve maximum overall efficiency and effectiveness.
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Programs
Multispecialty
care:
Collaborative
Primary Care
Integrated pattern of care
Primary Care

1) 10- to 15week outpatient
2) 3-week inpatient

Clinical risk
communication
Care-based:

Care-based
screening
Postevent
Prevention

Preevent
Prevention
Workplace
education
Family education

Clinical risk
communication

1) education
2) physical reactivation
3) problemsolving

Workplace risk
communication
Workplace
screening
Workplace education
Family education

Public service
announcements
Tracking
Vulnerability

Tracking
Precipitating
Factors

Tracking
Symptoms and
Health Concerns

Tracking
Chronicity

Tracking
Disability

FIGURE A-1 A stepped-care approach to the population management of medically
unexplained physical symptoms.

Advantages of Population-Based Intervention
Rose123 has noted, “a large number of people exposed to a small risk may
generate many more cases than a small number exposed to a high risk” (p. 24).
Similarly, a large number of people exposed to a low-intensity preventive intervention can have a very large population effect (i.e., the effect of prevention
summed across every person experiencing the intervention). Figure A-2 uses
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FIGURE A-2 Contrasting the population-based and needs-based approaches to reducing
morbidity related to medically unexplained physical symptoms. Since disability (right
vertical axis) is closely related to symptom count, population interventions that reduce
symptoms a small amount per individual (“Before” = before intervention; “After” = after
intervention) can prevent extensive disability when benefits are summed across the population. More intensive needs-based interventions can assist the relatively few individuals
with repeated health care visits, multiple symptoms, and high levels of disability. Units of
disability are imaginary and are hypothetical.

hypothetical data to illustrate that there is a graded and threshold-free relationship between symptom count and disability. Therefore, even among relatively
healthy individuals, a small intervention benefit results in a small average individual improvement in functional status. Figure A-2 also shows that most of the
population experiences relatively few symptoms and consequently little disability related to MUPS. When small reductions in individual disability occur across
an entire population, the resulting societal benefits may be large and meaningful.
For the majority of people, MUPS come and go, usually without so much as a
physician consultation. If these people are encouraged to seek health care for
MUPS, it may increase the chance of long-term disability. This increase in disability may occur via mechanisms such as unnecessary worry, unnecessary avoidance
of physical and social activities, unnecessary treatment, adverse effects of treatment, and provider errors.42 “Medicalization” of otherwise minor and transient
symptoms may also occur. This is a process similar to labeling, wherein the act of
visiting a doctor for a symptom imbues the symptom with catastrophic meaning,
thereby setting up a self-fulfilling expectation of future disability.
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In sum, population-based approaches to MUPS have the advantages of universal exposure to an intervention and summation of the benefit per individual
across an entire population. Since many individuals who would never have become ill necessarily receive intervention, population-based interventions must
have a lower potential for harm than most interventions employed for the sick.

Advantages of Need-Based Intervention
Interventions that target the whole population can seldom address the unmet
needs of the important minority suffering from many symptoms and extensive
disability. Rose123 described health care-based preventive approaches as “the
high risk strategy” because the effort is to identify individuals at especially high
health risk or with especially great need for health care. The time-limited nature
of clinical practice requires that providers rapidly recognize patients who require
special attention. In essence, the clinician must identify and dichotomously delineate people lying along the continuum of disability severity as either ill or not
ill. The point at which people are deemed ill is more or less arbitrary but necessary to operationalize so that the process of care can proceed unhindered. Using
the hypothetical data from Figure A-2, for example, the “cutoff point” for identification of individuals in need of clinical care is set at 10 symptoms.
This artificial dichotomy leads to the specific advantages and disadvantages
of health care-based prevention strategies. The primary advantage is that intervention can be matched to the unique needs of a relatively few seriously ill individuals, an approach that is attractive and sensible to both ill patients and their
providers. Another advantage is that intervention aimed at the ill is minimally
intrusive or harmful for those who are not ill. Riskier, more intensive, or more
invasive interventions may be justified for “high risk” or ill individuals because
of the comparatively large potential for individual benefit and the reduced societal cost conferred by limiting the intervention to a few.
On the other hand, clinical strategies contribute disappointingly little to any
overall reduction of population disability. This is because only a very small proportion of society is ever exposed to a clinically based intervention that targets
an ill or needy population. For example, Figure A-2 suggests that relatively few
individuals have 10 or more symptoms, and many who have fewer than 10
symptoms will manifest significant disability and unmet needs that would not be
addressed by a clinical intervention.
In sum, the population-based and need-based prevention approaches both
offer important advantages and suffer from unique limitations. The best approach to the prevention of MUPS therefore involves some combination of
population-based and need-based prevention, intervention, and management.
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Population-Based Care: Matching Resources to Needs
Population-based care aims to improve health outcomes through carefully
structured clinical services linked through primary care to a population-based
prevention plan. Population-based care is the development and implementation
of a detailed plan that covers all people in a defined population who, despite
population-based prevention, have developed a chronic or recurrent health condition or concern. Important symptoms are identified, a mechanism to track outcomes is devised, and a deliberate matching of appropriate resources to patients
with unmet needs occurs.151
Katon and colleagues81 have described how population-based care can reduce the prevalence of depression, and we advocate an analogous approach for
MUPS. Critical is an understanding that various health care settings see different
clinical populations with contrasting levels of MUPS severity and duration. More
severely ill populations are encountered as the setting shifts from the community
into higher levels of health care (e.g., tertiary care and inpatient hospital).
This is clearer when one considers the dynamics of illness in populations.
Consider that the point prevalence (P) of some illness (i) is roughly equal to its
incidence (Ii) times its average duration (Di): Pi ≅ Ii * Di.125 For intermittently
relapsing illnesses such as MUPS, the duration of symptomatic illness can be
approximated as the number of symptom episodes (N) times the average duration per symptom episode (De). Given some assumptions (beyond the scope of
this discussion), the following can be shown:
Pi ≅ Ii * De * Ni
This equation predicts that groups with more frequently episodic MUPS or
MUPS of longer episode duration are overrepresented in populations because
these characteristics elevate prevalence. The incidence of brief, nonrecurrent
MUPS (e.g., acute back pain with a rapid resolution) may be relatively high
compared with that of chronic MUPS. Even so, the long symptom duration and
large number of episodes among those few individuals with an incident case of
MUPS who develop chronic MUPS ensure that those with chronic MUPS are
disproportionately represented in the population at any point in time. This overrepresentation of those with chronic and recurrent MUPS versus those with brief
and acute MUPS is greater in specialty care than primary care and greater in
referral facilities than local facilities. This occurs because local care and lowerintensity levels of care serve to “filter out” healthy and transiently ill individuals. Hence, the prevalence of chronic and recurrent illness is least in the general
population, the greatest in specialty and tertiary referral settings, and intermediate in local and primary care settings.
The equation presented above suggests that the societal or organizational
burden of MUPS may be reduced in at least three ways:
• incidence reduction or prevention of illness onset (primary prevention),
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• duration reduction (secondary prevention), and
• relapse prevention (secondary prevention).

A fourth method of MUPS prevention (tertiary) targets the important morbid consequences of chronic MUPS: psychosocial distress, psychiatric disorders, and disability. From the equation, we would expect that the first three strategies might
reduce the population prevalence of MUPS. The fourth approach may not alter the
prevalence of MUPS but may still reduce the population burden of MUPS.
Implementing and Improving Population-Based Care
Wagner and coworkers151 have described how to implement and improve
population-based care. They describe three distinct organizational thrusts: information systems, practice design, and patient education.

Information Systems
Information systems (ISs) are computer-based systems used to capture data
that can be used to inform clinicians regarding patient status, assist clinicians
and medical executives interested in monitoring and improving the quality of
care, and guide policy makers attempting to assess population needs and determine appropriate staffing levels. An IS for MUPS should use three components:
a health information system (HIS) (a passive automated health surveillance system), a survey-based health monitoring system (HMS) (an active health surveillance system), and expert computer systems (ESs) (automated systems that generate useful reports for the identification of high-risk patients and evaluation of
care, population health status, and clinical outcomes).
The schematic in Figure A-3 shows the interrelationship of IS components
to various tools that may enhance the population-based care of MUPS. The HIS
can record medical problem lists and measures of health care utilization (outpatient, inpatient, and pharmacy services and various procedures), health care
costs, and presenting symptoms. These data, combined with HMS-based data
on patient-reported physical symptoms, may be used to define MUPS for tracking purposes and to identify high-, intermediate-, and low-risk groups. Katon
and colleagues81 have suggested that the following elements are integral to any
HIS that supports evidence-based interventions within a population-based
health care system:
• regularly updated information on patients’ primary care physician, place
of care, and other contact information;
• current information on health care use including medication fills, procedures, laboratory results, primary care visits, and specialty care visits;
• a prioritized medical problem list; and
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FIGURE A-3 Components of an IS used in population-based health care for MUPS and
their relationship to one another. ES = expert computer systems, HIS = health information system, and HMS = health monitoring system
• other information relevant to establishing condition-specific patient registries for tracking and monitoring.81

The IS uses ESs to process raw data obtained with HMS and HIS, prepare
these data for various uses, and deliver cleaned and collated data to appropriate
users. ESs are programmed to generate tools that aid clinical management, patient
follow-up, and treatment and policy decisions. Examples of ES tools include reports, reminders, clinical indicators, feedback systems, and guideline recommendations. ESs may be used to create registries, identify from a practice team panel
patients who are likely to meet case criteria or who require intervention, monitor
outcomes, compare outcomes for individual patients to those for groups of similar
patients, and track the progress and relative prognosis of particular high-risk patients. An appropriate ES for MUPS might identify high-risk MUPS patients (for
example, those with frequent visits or certain diagnostic codes from the International Classification of Diseases), remind clinicians of applicable guidelines and
algorithms, identify relevant patient and family education tools, and implement
screening scales or standard questions for consistent outcomes monitoring.81 Eventually, it will become possible to compare the relative impact of primary care, specialty care, and quality of care on MUPS outcomes.
In the future, linking of the HIS and HMS with administrative information
systems (AISs) (e.g., military personnel files containing dates of promotion, disci-
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plinary actions, awards, deployments, and evaluations of performance) may allow
careful empirical evaluation of whether risk factors and interventions alter militarily relevant MUPS outcomes. The combined use of ESs, HISs, HMSs, and AISs
may provide for careful longitudinal tracking of the health status of individuals
with MUPS who have recently deployed. Eventually, extensive empirical experience and understanding regarding the course of MUPS after deployments may be
gained. IS data may be used to create population-based case registries and epidemiological maps showing the population distribution of people meeting case criteria. These individuals may be tracked for outcomes of potential interest such as
long-term health care costs and service utilization, absenteeism, activity limitations recorded on military medical profiles, length of military career, rates of active duty reenlistment, promotion rates, and misconduct rates. Over time, refinements may be made to the existing case definition of MUPS so that it identifies
individuals and groups at low, intermediate, and high risk of poor outcomes from
MUPS. These data may also inform efforts to generate, implement, and evaluate
pertinent clinical practice guidelines and best clinical practices.

Practice Design
Many have argued that the biggest barrier to quality clinical practice is the
manner in which medical care is delivered.161 Ambulatory care involves patients
seeking care for a myriad of poorly understood psychosocial and medical reasons. In the traditional acute care approach, a physician quickly narrows to an
often oversimplified “chief complaint,” assesses only the most urgent medical
needs, and then triages the patient to an appropriate level of care. Physicians
managing acute medical problems are seldom practiced, skilled, or inclined to
deliver preventive behavioral measures (e.g., dietary counseling, smoking cessation, and exercise prescription).
This approach fails to address the broad and often behaviorally based needs
of people with chronic health conditions like MUPS. These individuals require
systematic assessments, effective and targeted education, and sustained psychosocial support and follow-up aimed at maximizing long-term health and wellbeing. Their medical status may not become life threatening or severe enough to
require acute medical attention until late in life or course of illness. By then, the
opportunity to provide effective preventive measures has largely been lost.
The following are other barriers to the primary care management of MUPS:
• time restrictions and patient defensiveness;113
• high level of concern and low level of patient trust of military health care

providers potentially responding to an organizational allegiance when caring for
patients with MUPS after a deployment;
• reimbursement approaches that favor the use of invasive medical procedures over more behaviorally oriented rehabilitative care;33
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• clinician perceptions of MUPS patients as frustrating, noncompliant, and
undesirable;61,97,112,154
• inadequate coordination of care between primary and specialty care;113
• excessive reliance on physicians as the primary clinical facilitators of
medical and behavioral change;
• disproportionate physician and media interest in disease-centered care
featuring new technologies rather than patient-centered care stressing health
behavior change; and
• an unwillingness or inability on the part of physicians to delegate crucial
behavioral and educational aspects of the patient encounter that are best addressed by clinicians from nonmedical disciplines (e.g., nurses, psychologists,
social workers, nutritionists, exercise physiologists, physical therapists).151

Improving primary care management of patients with MUPS requires farreaching alterations in the culture, incentives, structure, and process of medical
care as it is currently delivered. Given the demands on primary care, it seems
unrealistic to expect that primary care physicians alone will comprehensively
and intensively meet the diverse medical, educational, behavioral, and psychosocial needs of all MUPS patients. A more achievable goal is to develop a
proximate, structured, collaborative, interdisciplinary, and multimodal process
of primary care capable of reducing the burden of MUPS on primary care physicians. If primary care physicians can achieve success within the context of a
reorganized clinic process, they may eventually find that behavioral management of MUPS and related distress and disability is rewarding and worthwhile.
Therefore, we recommend the development, implementation, and use of
structured and carefully monitored health care programs that use primary care
practice teams. Practice teams employ a wide range of nonphysician and physician providers collaborating together in a coordinated process of care. The team
meets regularly to improve clinical coordination and intensify care-based efforts
to inform patients about MUPS, prevent relapse of MUPS, increase physical
activation, improve treatment adherence, respond to patient support needs, and
hasten return to work.

Patient Education and Clinical Risk Communication
The range of patient education options is rapidly expanding. Carefully designed patient education materials are particularly important for those experiencing MUPS after deployments. Appropriate education materials can address
harmful illness beliefs, the health effects of individual deployments, self-help
strategies, the importance of managing disability and distress, the risks and limitations of extended diagnostic testing in “low-yield” clinical situations, and the
ubiquitous nature of MUPS. Modalities available for disseminating patient information include brochures, mailings, books, videotapes, audiotapes, and waiting-room computers using self-guided learning approaches, as well as Internet-
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based learning technologies. Nonphysician specialists trained in patient education strategies and information technologies may assist patients with their questions in a manner that fosters trust and reduces distress regarding unlikely causes
of symptoms. They may help patients troubleshoot attempts to initiate regimens
of regular physical activity, take their medicines regularly, and so on.
Health risk communication is a discipline that addresses methods of enhancing bilateral communication in “low-trust, high-concern” situations. We
have already described the insidious impact of the physician’s competing and
frequently unacknowledged obligation to the employer on the provider-patient
encounter in occupational and military medicine. To date, risk communications
experts have focused primarily on community-based methods of disseminating
information and keeping communication constructive. However, risk communication approaches may be modified and applied to the low-trust, high-concern
clinical encounter that occurs in occupational and military medicine settings.
Risk communication imperatives are to carefully design and empirically test the
impact of health risk messages. In clinical settings, we might ask: (1) Does a
particular waiting room brochure foster patient trust in their physician? (2) Is
there a way to restructure the clinical encounter that enhances communication
between providers and patients under these tense situations? (3) What is the
most effective way for a military physician to tell someone postdeployment that
the person’s symptoms are medically unexplained without fostering fear of a
progressive illness due to some poorly understood military-related toxic exposure? Clinical risk communication might be defined as the application of health
risk communication approaches in the interest of enhancing the overall effectiveness of occupational, military, and analogous medical encounters.

Stepped-Care Approach to Population MUPS Management
A critical focus of population-based care involves matching intervention intensity to the severity, duration, disability, and psychosocial needs of patients.
The stepped administration of specific interventions (i.e., administration from
least to most intensive) ensures that the individuals with the greatest need receive the most intensive and costly treatments. Figure A-1 summarizes the
stepped approach that we currently envision. It employs five basic steps:
preevent prevention, postevent prevention, routine primary care, collaborative
primary care, and intensive multidisciplinary care. Note that a high level of
clinical certainty and rigorous empirical evidence is not required to initiate this
care model. The approach that we describe may be and should be incrementally
updated and revised as necessary research is completed.
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Step One: Preevent Primary Prevention
Currently, the primary prevention of MUPS is poorly understood, and resource-intensive attempts to implement unproven primary prevention strategies
seem premature and unnecessarily costly. Nonetheless, populationwide primary
preventive efforts to prevent the onset of MUPS as well as associated distress
and disability are deserving of further attention and research. For example, “step
one” approaches such as organizational policies and regulations or communityor workplace-level education involving literature, television, or other media
segments require study and may have significant value. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of such efforts for MUPS is anecdotal and largely unknown. The routine administration of high-intensity step one prevention is likely to overextend
costly resources to the majority of individuals who will never develop health
concerns, making feasibility a major concern. Therefore, large resource expenditures may be difficult for policy makers to justify in the absence of experimental
evidence supporting the efficacy of preevent prevention.
One promising primary prevention modality is education and related programs. For example, Symonds and colleagues143 found that a low-intensity
workplace intervention for back pain prevented subsequent sick leave. The intervention involved reattribution of back pain by use of an educational program.
Pamphlets were distributed to all workers regardless of back pain history. The
pamphlet highlighted the benign nature of low back pain and the importance of
activity maintenance and early return to work as ways to successfully reduce
morbidity. The investigators also found the program shifted worker beliefs about
the causes of back pain. Similarly, military personnel, their families and significant others, their leaders, and health care personnel may benefit from brief, simple, education-oriented efforts that provide appropriate information regarding
MUPS and their relationship to distress and treatable psychiatric disorders.
One potential way of narrowing the scope, increasing the feasibility, and reducing the cost of intensified step one prevention is to inform them by using IS
technology. For example, smaller groups with predisposing MUPS factors may
respond to a targeted intervention. ISs may help narrow the focus of intensified
efforts to mitigate the impacts of these factors on subsequent development of
MUPS and related morbidity.

Step Two: Postevent Primary Prevention
We suggest narrowing the focus of postevent prevention to specific units
and associated families that have recently deployed or faced other events that
might precipitate subsequent health concerns. Within these units smaller groups
at especially elevated risk of MUPS may be identified on the basis of the presence or absence of past MUPS or other predisposing factors. The “real-time”
availability of IS data has the potential to focus preventive efforts at identified
points of organizational vulnerability.
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Several candidates for postevent preventive efforts deserve further attention
and evaluation. Workplace-based briefings may teach recently deployed personnel the associated possible or known health risks. Leadership efforts to normalize the workplace through an early return to work routines and previously
scheduled activities may maximize postevent productivity. A feeling of chaos
and loss of control are common immediately after a tactical deployment or a
catastrophic event. A rapid return to routines may provide personnel with a familiar and predictable environment and a feeling of productivity. The availability of support meetings and meetings open to some larger community (so-called
town hall meetings) may provide a forum for military and community leaders to
learn of event-related community and family concerns. Similarly, town hall
meetings offer opportunities for personnel and significant others to articulate
and even ventilate important event-related health concerns. If the event or deployment involved sufficiently large numbers, telephone hot lines may be useful, too, providing personalized contact for people with questions, concerns, or
previously undiscovered events or exposures.
A large anecdotal literature often promotes large-scale postevent debriefings. However, randomized trials of critical incident debriefings (CIDs) have
shown limited efficacy, and at least one study has suggested that CIDs may actually increase the risk of postevent psychological distress.159 A CID uses a
structured debriefing format often led by mental health professionals with various levels of experience and expertise. Those exposed to the “critical incident”
are encouraged to review the event in detail, focusing on current emotions and
emotions during the incident. Efforts are made to inform people of the signs and
symptoms of psychological trauma. CID is difficult and costly to successfully
implement on any wide scale, may set up self-fulfilling expectations of subsequent psychological symptoms and disability, and is empirically unsupported
from the experimental trials completed to date.
As in step one, caution is necessary when considering relatively highintensity preventive measures for people who have yet to develop MUPS. A
commonly considered step two approach is populationwide postevent screening.
These efforts may positively reinforce or “medicalize” what are otherwise normal transient symptoms following such events. Even given IS data regarding
predisposing and precipitating factors, it may be difficult to accurately predict
who will develop MUPS and even harder to know who among individuals with
MUPS will then develop disability and distress. Singling high-risk individuals
out for a psychosocial intervention before the onset of symptoms and disability
may unnecessarily and unfairly stigmatize or prematurely label many individuals. Most of those labeled immediately postdeployment will not develop symptoms or their symptoms will be time limited. Therefore, primary care-based
screening for MUPS, tracking of outcomes of MUPS, and intensification of
treatment for those with suboptimal outcomes is the most practical and least
costly approach.
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Step Three: Routine Primary Care
As noted, feasible primary prevention strategies for MUPS are, unfortunately, of a low intensity; therefore, we can expect that new cases of MUPS will
regularly occur even after relatively successful population-based prevention
programs. Virtually all individuals with MUPS will encounter primary health
care. Therefore, a key to secondary prevention may involve early primary care
recognition and timely management of MUPS to reduce the impact of precipitating and perpetuating factors on physical symptoms, emotional distress, and disability. IS technologies may remind primary care physicians which of their patients are most symptomatic, most concerned about their health, and most
distressed regarding undiagnosed illness. Once these patients are identified,
there are several ways that clinicians may mitigate the impacts of precipitating
and perpetuating factors in an effort to prevent a chronic course. These are now
reviewed.
Routine Primary Care Physician Management First, do no harm. Most patients with MUPS have had extensive diagnostic evaluations. Often, clinicians are
aware at the time of initial history and physical that diagnostic testing offers a low
yield or that anxiety or depression are important exacerbating factors. Studies suggest, however, that for patients with MUPS, clinical awareness is not well integrated into physicians’ diagnostic and treatment practices.8 As we have described,
“shotgun” diagnostic testing under these circumstances can be harmful. Ordering
unnecessary tests sends the wrong message to patients and promotes a passive
patient mindset (e.g., “the doctor’s in charge” and will “find it and fix it”) that is
counter to achieving behavioral activation goals and shifting some responsibility
for wellness to the patient. Physicians are notoriously poor at making patients
aware of the tests that they order, the rationale for ordering them, and the eventual
results. One alternative to running new tests is for doctor and patient to carefully
review past testing together, an approach that promotes clinician-patient collaboration and patient understanding. Sometimes, however, new diagnostic testing is
necessary. A good rule of thumb for testing in patients with MUPS is to test only
for classic constellations of symptoms or new objective signs.
Clinicians must take care not to present medications as a substitute for person-centered care for MUPS aimed at addressing health concerns and reducing
disability. Although medical explanations for physical symptoms are often lacking, physicians often still place the patient on medications, even though medications are a relatively small part of the overall management of MUPS and unintended adverse effects often outweigh medication benefits. Sedatives are usually
inappropriate unless insomnia is acute, stress related, and expected to abate
within a short time. Narcotic analgesics usually do more harm than good, since
they slow thinking, cause sedation, and reduce overall functioning. Both of these
medication groups usually have adverse impacts on efforts to activate patients.
Chronic administration of other central nervous system depressants such as socalled muscle relaxants is unadvised for similar reasons. Antidepressants, how-
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ever, reduce the occurrence of MUPS among patients with chronic pain, panic
disorder, dysthymic disorder, and major depressive disorder. In addition, reductions in depression and anxiety are critical to behavioral activation. It is important to carefully explain the rationale for antidepressants, or else patients will
assume they were prescribed because the doctor thinks that the symptoms are
“in the head,” causing the patients to discontinue the medicine or see another
doctor. All patients with MUPS should receive a complete and careful explanation of medication side effects, so that if they occur the clinician’s credibility is
enhanced and the chances of continued adherence is maximized.
Cure rarely; comfort always. Seldom is it possible to cure any chronic illness, and MUPS are no exception. Setting symptom eradication as a treatment
goal will only lead to clinician and patient dissatisfaction. Clinicians intent on
cures often feel as though they have nothing to offer patients with MUPS. They
may devalue their role with patients with MUPS as “doing nothing” or “handholding.” The importance of a supportive, empathic, and person-centered (rather
than disease-centered) approach cannot be overemphasized.
Comforting patients with MUPS often entails reassurance. This means more
than simply telling them that their symptoms are not serious. It involves elucidating harmful illness beliefs and directing education and advice to those beliefs.
The following are common examples of harmful beliefs:
• “My symptoms are a sign of disease.”
• “When I hurt it means I am seriously injuring myself” (e.g., “pinching a

nerve”).
• “When I have symptoms I can’t make it without rest and a break from my
responsibilities.”
Clinicians can also learn the phrases that people with MUPS find belittling and
avoid them. Similarly, they can learn some phrases that “join” the clinician and
patient in a collaborative dialogue. For example, most individuals with MUPS
describe their distress as secondary to symptoms. Although research is clear that
distress increases the risk of subsequent physical symptoms and vice versa, it is
best to adopt the patient’s words and views regarding causation, no matter how
faulty the clinician may think they are. Patients understandably react negatively
to physician statements such as, “There’s nothing physiologically wrong.” Perhaps most physicians suffer from a good deal of overconfidence in their own
clinical conclusions and would benefit from allowing their patients to have more
input than they currently do.
Comforting involves office-based patient education and often centers on the
health effects of adverse life events and toxic exposures, the impacts of anxiety
and mood on physiology, symptoms, and functioning, the limits of medical testing, and the impacts of medication side effects on functioning. Self-help materials such as audiotapes and books about physical activation, relaxation tech-
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niques, and coping with chronic pain and similar symptom-based disorders are
widely available.
Negotiate behavioral goals targeting illness and disability. Reducing disability requires specific changes in patient behavior. It requires patients to take
an active, collaborative role in their treatment rather than a more traditional passive role (“fix me doc”). Provider-patient collaboration and negotiation of behavioral goals will usually prove to be more rewarding than striving for an elusive cure. Goals must be specific, incremental, realistic, and achievable, and
they should center on observable or reportable behaviors. First and foremost,
goals must be negotiated with the patient such that the patient “owns” the goals.
If goals are simply clinician imposed, the patient may have no investment in
them, view them as impossible, or covertly oppose them. It is often useful to
have patients graph their incremental progress toward their goals and review the
graphs with them at their follow-up appointments. Examples of good areas for
goal formulation are occupational, household, or social task performance, physical activation, sleep hygiene, or medication adherence.
Hold the patient responsible for change, but avoid “the blame game.” In
disease-centered care, the patient is a passive participant. The patient is to
“comply” with the doctor’s “orders.” The patient visits the doctor in search of
answers, and the doctor is responsible for providing them. In person-centered
care, the clinician must move out of the “answer man” role and join with the
patient as a facilitator of behavioral change. The clinician negotiates the goals of
treatment with the patient, helps him or her solve the problems “they” encounter,
and carefully addresses the patient’s expectations for quick or magical solutions.
Simply acting as an “idea generator” for the obstacles that patients describe
helps to facilitate behavioral gains. Clinicians must shift the responsibility for
change to the patient, but they must also remain vigilant not to blame the patient
for their lack of progress or their illness predicament.
Encourage physical and role reactivation. Regular exercise in tolerable
doses helps patients with MUPS discharge distress, increase stamina, and improve functioning. Physical therapy programs of gradually increasing physical
activity are sometimes useful for overcoming the deactivation and weight gain
that occurs for many patients with MUPS. Usually, a physical therapist is not
necessary to initiate reactivation strategies; these can be negotiated in the physician’s office. Similarly, patients need encouragement to remain gainfully employed and active in supportive relationship roles. This reduces dependence and
improves morale, self-confidence, and ability to meet expectations. In most occupational settings and especially in the military, reactivation strategies require
careful coordination with employers or supervisors. The best reactivation plan
will go awry if workplace supervisors are unaware of it or do not support it.
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Involve social supports. Social supports may include family or close
friends. Clinicians should encourage participation of support systems in nearly
all aspects of care, provided that the patient approves of this. Family or friends
can help clarify concerns, illness beliefs, symptoms, and deficits in functioning.
Often, the patient’s most important concerns are related to those closest to the
patient, and their involvement in care can make or break the clinician’s ability to
successfully engage the patient in a constructive dialogue about the patient’s
health concerns. In occupational settings, the extent of involvement of the supervisor or employer must be similarly considered. “Collaboration” with the
employer should seldom occur without the expressed (and usually written) permission and direct involvement of the patient. If organizational conditions, rules,
or regulations pertain to employer or supervisor involvement, these should be
clear and available to the patient from the time of the initial clinical contact or
whenever it becomes apparent to either the patient or the clinician that employer
involvement may occur.
Coordinate care with one designated clinician. Proper management of the
delivery of care is both cost-effective and in the best interest of the patient. This
is especially important for patients with many MUPS and those with chronic
symptoms. In the absence of well-coordinated and centralized care, patients with
multiple MUPS are likely to bounce from specialist to specialist, receive many
unnecessary diagnostic procedures, and end up on multiple unnecessary medications. The key elements of coordinated care include (1) establishment of a relationship with a single primary care provider, (2) appointments at regular, timecontingent intervals of about every 4 to 6 weeks, (3) a brief physical examination at each visit to address new physical concerns, and (4) limits on patientinitiated visits for an exacerbation of otherwise chronic symptoms. Whenever
possible negotiate an advance plan as to how symptom-contingent visits will be
handled. If it is anticipated that this may become a problem, it is often sensible
for clinician and patient to negotiate a written plan that both can refer to if limits
become necessary. Some patients may fear that these limits mean that the doctor
is angry with them or going to reject them. If the plan was previously negotiated
and drafted in writing, these patient concerns may be tactfully addressed when
they arise with minimal damage to the doctor–patient relationship. Consultants
to the primary care physician must understand that they are to recommend care
rather than assume it. Similarly, primary care clinicians should present consultants with a focused question. Consultants must understand their role and the key
aspects of caring for patients with MUPS.
Anticipated and judicious mental health care referral. Psychiatric referral is
frequently appropriate for those with MUPS, especially for patients who request
it, have suffered a recent stressor, have a treatment-refractory psychiatric disorder, or describe suicidal or other clinically worrisome issues. However, most
patients with MUPS do not require psychiatric treatment or psychological testing. Evidence suggests that a surprisingly large proportion of patients with
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MUPS receive mental health referrals without an adequate explanation as to
why they are needed.86 In some cases, there is little doubt that a clinician desires
primarily to “turf” (i.e., reject) a difficult patient. Not surprisingly, this message
is seldom lost on the patient. Clinicians should not wait until the entire biomedical evaluation is complete and then obtain a referral because “potential medical
causes are ‘ruled out’ and therefore the patient needs a psychiatrist.” To prevent
patients from experiencing mental health referral as rejection, it is usually best
for clinicians to anticipate the potential need and introduce it early in a nonthreatening way. Patients are best told that a frequent consequence of MUPS is
disabling distress and that appropriate care can mitigate the impacts of their
symptoms on their quality of life. It is important that primary care clinicians see
patients after completion of the mental health referral to reduce the patient concerns that the doctor is rejecting or abandoning them. Primary care clinicians
should ask patients how they experienced the consultation and contact the consultant directly for recommendations if possible.
Unfortunately, most mental health professionals have only infrequent exposure to patients with MUPS, are not skilled in their management, and do not
readily appreciate the need to collaborate closely with primary care. Even when
done under ideal conditions, less than half of referred patients ever obtain mental health evaluation. Patient defensiveness, excessive rejection fears, and social
stigma associated with having a psychiatric disorder are among the significant
obstacles to effective mental health consultation for patients with MUPS.113
Clinicians often obtain psychological tests such as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory with the expectation that it will provide them with
hard-and-fast evidence that MUPS are psychological rather than physical in origin. These tests can offer information regarding the relative style, quality, and
success of patient coping and distress. However, they are not effective for diagnosing a psychological etiology for physical symptoms. Extensive psychological
testing is not a panacea and may be quite threatening to patients when administered under any clinical circumstance, especially when the assessment may have
occupational or military ramifications.
Teaching MUPS Management to Primary Care Physicians One reason that
physicians minimize the importance of MUPS is their lack of awareness of and
comfort with appropriate management strategies. Naturally, they focus on things
they know how to treat, and most think there is nothing they can do about
MUPS. It is important to enable them through proper educational experiences
that focus on the basic primary care strategies described earlier.
MUPS-related clinical training experiences may add to the overall quality
of patient care by improving the routine primary care management of associated,
frequently unrecognized, and treatable psychiatric disorders. Research suggests
that an excessively biomedical approach to MUPS or coexisting chronic medical
illness markedly diminishes physician attention to psychosocial aspects of care
such as recognition of treatable anxiety and depressive disorders. Kirmayer and
Robbins84 studied 685 patients presenting to a primary care clinic and found that
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approximately three-fourths of those with major depression or anxiety disorders
complained exclusively of physical symptoms. Studies have shown that mentally ill patients with emotional complaints are usually detected, whereas those
with only physical complaints are generally missed.51
Providers in medical settings may sometimes collude with patients in ways
that undermine effective health care. For example, the provider may detect mental illness in a patient but fail to offer treatment because he or she senses that the
patient might be unreceptive. Some clinicians are better than others at identifying treatable psychiatric disorders in their patients.101 Conversely, distressed
patients will more readily share their emotional concerns with those clinicians
who are best at addressing them.51 Appropriate medical education emphasizing
communication skills, MUPS, and the recognition and treatment of anxiety and
depressive disorders by primary care providers may improve clinical outcomes
and provider confidence in addressing patients’ psychosocial issues.
Efforts to improve physicians’ communication skills are critical to improving
the routine primary care management of MUPS. Too often clinicians fail to acknowledge to themselves and to their patients the high degree of uncertainty inherent in all clinical practice, perhaps especially for those patients in whom no
explanation is found for physical symptoms. Clinicians must learn and relearn that
the “absence of an explanation” is not synonymous with a “psychological explanation.” A fundamental tenet in the art of caring for MUPS is to acknowledge the
centrality of aversive symptoms to the patient’s life before asking the patient to
take responsibility for overcoming those symptoms. Often physicians admonish
their patients to actively seek a state of health, and some even equip their patients
with tools for seeking that health. However, unless they first validate, empathize,
and even immerse themselves in the patient’s physical symptoms and their sense
of personal damage, sacrifice, and suffering, most patients will feel misunderstood. Some will feel that the physician is blaming them for their illness. A few
patients will experience an unspoken challenge, the challenge to prove the reality
of their suffering. In short, physicians must make it their routine clinical mission to
develop an appreciation for the extent that each patient constructs his or her life
around symptoms, suffering, and limitations, whether or not medical explanations
are available. For example, Marple and colleagues102 found that when physicians
addressed patients’ health worries and fears and understood the rationale behind
their fears, their physical symptoms and functioning improved faster and the patient was more satisfied with care.
Physicians must develop strategies and experience explaining the limits of
diagnostic testing and clinical treatments to their patients. Gallagher and coworkers49 illustrated this in a recent study. Those investigators explored 39 internists’ responses to a patient request for an expensive, unindicated diagnostic
test. An actor was used to play out a standardized and blinded clinical scenario.
Participating internists practiced in a health maintenance organization, and each
encountered a young woman presenting with only chronic fatigue and no neurological symptoms. The patient desired magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to
rule out multiple sclerosis because of a friend’s recent experience with the dis-
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ease. Only 10 percent of internists asked about the friend’s illness, but 8 percent
ordered the MRI and 22 percent said they might in the future. Fifty-three percent
referred the patient for a neurology consultation on the day of the visit, and all
but 13 percent of internists said they might refer the patient in the future.49 This
study is but one of many that illustrate the need for greater clinician education
regarding strategies for addressing patients who press for unnecessary diagnostic
testing or treatments.

Step Four: Collaborative Interventions in Primary Care
To benefit patients, specialists and primary care providers need to learn and
respect each others’ ideas, share resources, and learn ways of successfully working together to develop consensus around common goals like the populationbased care of patients with MUPS. Particularly important is the need to develop
collaborative on-site programs of behavioral health care for primary care providers. Such programs can enhance patient adherence to behavioral approaches
initiated in primary care. In addition, on-site consultation reduces stigma by presenting it as a routine part of the primary care experience rather than something
mysterious and remote. On-site collaboration also provides primary care providers with satisfying opportunities to interface with and learn from specialists from
the other disciplines rather than the more traditional approach of referring complex primary care patients to specialists “right when they get interesting.”
Several groups have looked at primary care-based psychosocial interventions for persons with MUPS, distress, or both. Strategies have most commonly
involved screening,114–116 physician and patient education,5 primary care-based
mental health consultation,72 interdisciplinary treatment teams,108 and psychotherapy techniques adapted for primary care use.20 Smith and colleagues71,124,137
have found replicable reductions in the cost of care and even small improvements in health-related quality of life for patients with the most severe forms of
MUPS (i.e., patients with somatization disorder) simply by sending a set of
short, codified recommendations to patients’ primary care providers advising
them on how to manage them.
Katon and colleagues79 completed a randomized trial of psychiatric consultation for “distressed high utilizers of primary care” at Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, a health maintenance organization serving over 350,000
enrollees in Washington State. Distressed high utilizers were defined as the top
10 percent of ambulatory care utilizers over the year prior to study who were
identified as distressed either by their primary care physician or by high scores
on a validated paper-and-pencil measure. This 10 percent of patients utilized
approximately one-third of all outpatient visits, 26 percent of all prescriptions,
and one-half of all inpatient hospital days. The intervention consisted of a structured psychiatric research interview followed by a 30-minute collaborative patient interview and treatment planning session involving the generalist, psychiatrist, and patient. Patients in the control group received usual primary care.
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Improvements in mental status or service utilization of intervention patients over
that of controls could not be demonstrated. In retrospect, the intensity of the
intervention was low, perhaps serving notice that MUPS involve many complex
factors that are not responsive to a brief, one-time intervention that targets
mainly psychiatric disorders. Prescription practices were marginally better for
the intervention group, but subsequent antidepressant regimen adherence was
generally poor for patients in both groups. There was no formalized mechanism
for interdisciplinary collaboration after the initial consultation and no way of
subsequently enhancing primary care clinicians’ effectiveness or their adherence
to the original collaborative care plan.77
More recently, primary care approaches to physically symptomatic and distressed primary care patients have focused on “multimodal” or “multifaceted”
interventions. These are best administered in steps, so that the most intensive,
expensive, or burdensome treatments are held in reserve for those who are otherwise treatment refractory. Components have included screening; on-site mental health consultation; cognitive-behavioral and problem-solving therapies
aimed at medication adherence, depression, MUPS, physical activation, and
relapse prevention; videotapes, pamphlets, and other education materials on selfcare; structured follow-up strategies; and standardized written primary care instructions. Other efforts to enhance primary care clinicians’ ability to tackle the
multiple needs of their patients have employed “academic detailing,” feedback
to clinicians from their patients’ automated pharmacy or health care utilization
records, and case management.
Katon and colleagues75,80 used a multifaceted approach to assist depressed
primary care patients, an approach that can serve as a model for similar primary
care-based MUPS interventions. Elements of their intervention targeted the
patient, the physician, and the process of health care delivery. Elements that
targeted patients were reading materials on depression, antidepressants, simple
self-administered cognitive-behavioral techniques for managing depression, and
a videotape on similar topics for viewing with spouses. Elements that targeted
primary care physicians were didactics on antidepressants and behavioral treatment of depression, case-based consultation for each depressed patient, and ongoing interaction and feedback between the psychologist and primary care physicians. Elements that targeted the process of care were extensive and
manualized. These included behavioral therapy done in the primary care setting.
Behavioral therapy aimed at teaching patients depression self-management
skills, improving medication regimen adherence, and preventing future relapses.
Psychologist contacts were scheduled and occurred in the primary care setting.
These contacts involved skills training, education, and homework. Relaxation
training, assertiveness training, problem-solving training, and collaborative psychologist-patient development of a relapse prevention plan were done. Additional telephone contacts with the psychologist occurred after completion of
primary care-setting contacts. Symptom monitoring occurred by a standardized
measure and a checklist. The psychologist screened and documented antidepressant side effects, dosing, and adherence. During weekly interdisciplinary team
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meetings, a psychiatrist reviewed antidepressant-related information and overall
treatment progress. The psychiatrist would advise medication alterations as indicated, and the psychologist communicated these recommendations to the primary care physician, who would carry them out. This integrated process of care
was carefully monitored for integrity by using a numeric rating system. These
integrity ratings were monitored and used to provide regular clinician feedback.
Katon and coworkers75 compared this collaborative interdisciplinary intervention to usual care for depressed primary care patients using a randomized
controlled design. As long as 4 months after completion of the intervention, intervention patients with major depression reported greater satisfaction with care,
adherence to the medication regimen, and improvement in depressive symptoms
than major depression patients receiving usual care. The results of the intervention were less clearly favorable among patients with minor depression (significantly improved antidepressant regimen adherence and perceived antidepressant
helpfulness, but there were no significant differences between the groups regarding depression symptoms or satisfaction with depression care).75 Other analyses
of these data have found evidence of improvements in physical symptoms.
Analyses of cost-effectiveness found that the intervention was more costly than
usual care for patients with both major and minor depression. However, for the
major depression patients, the multifaceted intervention offered significantly
greater cost-effectiveness than usual primary care.149
Given the added expense associated with collaborative models, we suggest
that they be held in reserve for patients for whom routine primary care management strategies for MUPS fail. Symptom duration is a key step four indicator to
monitor using IS-generated reports. When a patient’s symptoms reach some
threshold of extended duration, more intensive collaborative efforts may be proactively introduced.

Step Five: Specialized Intensive Multimodal Care
There are several excellent examples on which to model tertiary prevention
programs for patients with MUPS who fail to improve in response to collaborative primary care approaches. These programs are multimodal and multidisciplinary, occur in specialized (i.e., non-primary care) settings, and involve either a
3- to 4-week inpatient or intensive outpatient program or a 10- to 15-week program of weekly or biweekly individual or group visits. These programs emphasize carefully planned psychosocial elements that address the chronic nature of
reduced functioning and the factors that reinforce it.
Usually, psychosocial and medical care is combined with a highly structured and generally supervised physical activation or exercise plan. These programs view disability as a behavior amenable to modification regardless of its
biomedical etiology. Engel and colleagues36 have described such a program for
veterans with MUPS after service in the Gulf War. The intervention, called the
Specialized Care Program (SCP), is a 3-week intensive outpatient program
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modeled directly after the University of Washington’s Multidisciplinary Pain
Center.99 Their preliminary data suggest that treated patients make mild to moderate gains in multiple domains including functional status and health-related
quality of life, psychosocial distress, physical symptoms, and physical health
concerns.35
Bonica at the University of Washington was among the first to apply a multidisciplinary approach to the treatment of chronic pain patients in the late
1950s.99 Since then, the approach has gained relatively wide acceptance for
work-impaired chronic pain patients, especially those with back pain and fibromyalgia. A recent meta-analysis of 65 controlled studies of multidisciplinary
interventions for chronic pain patients noted improvements in return to work
rates, pain, mood, and health care utilization.43 The authors were cautious in
their conclusions, noting that the level of methodological rigor for most studies
was low.
IS-generated reports may monitor the patient population for individuals who
develop chronic MUPS-related disability. If patients are recognized early and
enrolled in specialized intensive multimodal care for MUPS, the chances of satisfactorily returning them to work may be maximized.
Components of Specialized Services The following sections review the
common components of most intensive programs and the research that supports
their efficacy.
Cognitive-behavioral therapy. Until recently, most approaches to patients
with treatment-refractory chronic pain or other persistent disabling MUPS have
involved an intensive burst of multimodal care delivered over several weeks,
usually in an inpatient setting. Perhaps not surprisingly, given the general shift
in emphasis from inpatient care to less expensive outpatient approaches, recent
studies have evaluated less intensive but more longitudinal treatment strategies.
The best studied of these involve combined cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT)
and physical reactivation. CBT used in this context aims to help patients test and
appropriately adjust harmful beliefs that they may have regarding the cause of
their symptoms and the ways of treating their symptoms. Empirical trials have
shown the benefits of CBT for a range of MUPS including chronic fatigue,131
irritable bowel syndrome,117,146 temporomandibular disorders,32 burning mouth
syndrome,10 hypochondriasis,157 and multiple MUPS.64,96,138
Wessely’s group30 in London found that 63 percent of patients with chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) showed significant improvement in their physical functioning
after random assignment to CBT and physical activation, whereas only 19 percent
assigned to relaxation training showed significant improvement. Improvements were
enhanced over the 6 months following treatment. Significant improvements among
CBT-physical activation recipients over those among the relaxation group were also
noted in work and social adjustment, symptoms of fatigue, fatigue-related problems,
and progress toward individualized long-term goals. Of note, improvements in dis-
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tress and depression were only slightly better in the CBT-physical activation group,
and the differences were not statistically significant.
Sharpe and colleagues131 completed a randomized trial of CBT for patients
with CFS by comparing it with usual medical care. They found that 73 percent of
patients assigned to CBT rated their outcome as satisfactory or better, whereas
only 27 percent of the usual care group gave such a rating, a difference that was
highly statistically significant. Sixty-three percent of the CBT group improved in
their work functioning, whereas only 20 percent of the usual care group improved
in their work functioning. Functioning, fatigue, and depression but not anxiety
were also significantly improved. As one would hypothesize under a model of
treatment with CBT, illness beliefs and coping were more positively altered for
those assigned to CBT than for those assigned to usual care. As was observed in
the previously described CBT-physical activation trial, outcomes continued to
improve for months after the completion of the intervention.131
Physical activation and exercise. Exercise is known to have important
physical and psychological impacts upon health and well-being.104,160 Using a
randomized design, Fulcher and White48 examined the impact of a gradually
increasing program of supervised aerobic exercise for patients with CFS, comparing this approach to stretching and relaxation. After 12 weekly sessions, 51
percent of those assigned to exercise rated themselves globally as “much better”
or “very much better,” whereas 27 percent of the stretching and relaxation group
gave such a rating, a statistically significant difference, and improvements were
stable over the subsequent several months. Fatigue, physical functioning, and
fitness were also significantly better in the exercise group.48 Similar findings
after exercise programs have been noted for other chronic or symptom-based
disorders such as post-polio syndrome,41 chronic low back pain,46,47 depressive
disorders,160 fibromyalgia,103 and “effort syndrome.”110
Return-to-work strategies. Challenges exist around when and how to return
workers with MUPS to work. There is general agreement that an early return to
work is important to maintain role functioning and reduce chronic disability.
There is evidence in the low back pain literature that a return to modified work
can be successful.45 Currently, the Army employs a profiling system of temporary or permanent work restrictions for those with diminished occupational functioning because of illness. Unfortunately, this approach may actually reinforce
disability unless it is used in combination with a carefully supervised and graduated but relatively rapid return-to-work plan that is introduced to the worker
very early in the rehabilitation process. For example, a 1-year follow-up of the
use of work restrictions for nonspecific low back pain indicated they actually
diminished the likelihood of return to work and did not reduce subsequent work
absence or recurrences of back pain.19 A supervised and graduated return-towork approach may be especially important in the military when aerobic physical conditioning such as long-distance running is required. A “profile” brands
the worker as a problem to supervisors and coworkers. The loss of physical con-
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ditioning and endurance that occurs in response to persistent physical symptoms
and resulting deactivation requires time and a graduated program to reverse.
Abrupt and haphazard return of personnel to full physical duties and the expectation that they will immediately perform at the same levels as others in their
unit will commonly produce failure and an increased sense of defeat for the
worker. In contrast, a rapid return of workers to their full levels of supervisory
and other nonphysical roles is indicated to reinforce organizational expectations
that a rapid return to productivity is expected. Likewise, worker productivity
helps bolster self-esteem and a sense of accomplishment.
Obstacles to Specialized Services The greatest obstacle to the development of
specialized care for patients with MUPS is the perception on the part of administrators, policy makers, and clinicians that MUPS are neither disabling nor important. Although explanations of “stress” or “somatization” for unexplained physical
symptoms serve an important clinical purpose for many MUPS patients, they are
often used to minimize the needs of affected patients. Another barrier at present is
the lack of an institutionalized niche for specialized care for MUPS, especially
after combat and deployments. Both primary and tertiary care of MUPS is, as we
have shown, interdisciplinary and requires the collaboration of many clinicians
such as generalists, psychiatrists, psychologists, physiatrists, anesthesiologists,
nurses, social workers, physical therapists, occupational therapists, and dietitians.
In the current health care environment, each of these clinicians is responsible to a
department head, and departments are demarcated along specialty lines. Interdisciplinary care of MUPS is a lesser priority for each of these departments than illnesses that fall more clearly within their specialty purview. When competing clinical demands are high, the argument that patients with MUPS suffer more from
“nothing” than “something” seems compelling organizationally.
Another important obstacle to intensive models of MUPS care is the conventional sense that such care is too costly. Currently, it is not known whether
the extra costs associated with appropriate intervention are offset by longer-term
decreases in health care use and improvements in occupational functioning.
Most patients referred to intensive MUPS care, however, are using unusually
large amounts of health care and are functioning poorly, so the potential for
gains appears to be great. Left untreated, patients with MUPS remain costly to
society. For the military, MUPS seem certain to occur after future wars, and
excellence in this aspect of patient care may pay public relations dividends as
well as improve the care of affected veterans. Further research on the costeffectiveness of specialized services for patients with treatment-refractory
MUPS is needed to rigorously examine these issues.

CONCLUSIONS
Hadler58 has described four major areas in which occupational physicians
might contribute to the care of workers: clinical, educational, research, and pol-
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icy making. We adhere to his comprehensive outline and offer our own thoughts
and a few of his in concluding this review of MUPS and their relevance for the
military and perhaps other employers.
First, physicians caring for workers with MUPS must foster improved worker
adaptation to illness as the worker experiences it. Hadler has urged physicians to
try to understand the “sociopolitical arena” in which illness occurs. We urge clinicians to go several steps further and design a system of care that is responsive to
people and their subjective health concerns rather than diseases per se.
Second, physicians caring for workers with MUPS must develop appropriate educational experiences for other providers and for affected workers and
their significant others. Clinician education should emphasize the psychosocial
and behavioral contexts of illness and disability rather than only simplistic biomedical perspectives. Providers must become more sophisticated regarding the
ways that environmental factors may shape behavioral responses to symptoms
and to ill health.
Third, physicians caring for workers with MUPS must develop short-, intermediate-, and long-term clinical research and policy research agendas with
explicit goals and objectives. These research agendas must address important
military health practice and policy questions. Research into biological mechanisms, although important for understanding one basis of unexplained symptoms, is costly. History suggests that mechanistic research is slow to yield immediate answers of importance to workers, patients, and organizations. Rather,
epidemiological research is necessary to aid policy makers’ attempts to comprehend the societal and military burdens of MUPS and the historical relevance of
MUPS to diverse deployments.122 Hadler has recommended research on the impact of job demands on physical and emotional health and workers’ health perceptions, and this remains an area of need. Where, how, and why veterans with
postdeployment health concerns seek their care and their satisfaction with that
care is currently completely unknown within the military and is of great importance to prevention, treatment, and risk communication efforts.
Fourth, we suggest that physicians and policy makers move as rapidly as
possible toward population-based models of health care and create system incentives for local-level development of novel interdisciplinary approaches to
MUPS, interventions that span the spectrum of precare, primary care, collaborative primary care, and intensive specialty care. Physicians and policy makers
must consider human factors whenever they are engaged in workplace structure
and task design, since in the end, new technologies are effective only if the people who operate them are functioning well. Physicians and policy makers should
carefully consider the impact of the prevailing military and U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs disability compensation system on incentives for workers to
improve their health.
Given the necessary breadth of efforts to prevent MUPS in the military, we
suggest the development of a “center of excellence” to lead clinical, research,
and educational efforts related to MUPS in the military. A center of excellence
could initiate and monitor efforts to implement clinical, educational, and re-
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search agendas pertaining to MUPS. When appropriate, the center could provide
input to military policy makers interested in ensuring that they consider the impact of MUPS as they design, monitor, and adjust military health policy. A center of excellence would centralize U.S. Department of Defense responsibility in
this arena and enhance organizational accountability. Eventually, military medicine’s innovations may provide an important model for civilian health care organizations seeking solutions to the difficult challenge of medically unexplained
physical symptoms.
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